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Fraternities Seek Pledges
As Rushing Period Opens
By Bill Farley
The fraternity rushing period opened this morning at 7. Tonight the doors to Maine's
17 fraternities will be opened wide to eligible freshman males seeking the highly touted life
of a fraternity man. Fortnal rushing will continue until Feb. 17.
During the 10 day span, fraternities will be seeking to fill their
overall quota of 410 men from the approximately 600 eligible
freshmen.
All fraternities are planning average living cost in a University
special programs for the rushing fraternity is from $50 to $100 above
period and are concentrating es- the $590 dormitory cost, fraternity
pecially on the coming weekend. cost is actually low because room,
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Infirmary Sets
Times,Dates
For Polio Shots

The rushing season received a note- board, social, and recreational exworthy kickoff at a special meeting penses are included in this figure."
(Continued on Page Eight)
at Memorial Gym, Monday night.
The schedule for the first in- 1FC Sponsored
oculation.. of infantile paralysis
Sponsored by the University Intervaccine for the entire student fraternity
Council. the meeting gave
body will be given during the nearly 500
freshman men an objecevenings of Feb. 18, 19, 20, and tive insight
into fraternity life includ21 from 6:30-8:30 p.m. at the ing its philosophica
l, financial, and so
college infirmary.
cial aspects.
The specific schedule is as folHerbert Elliott Jr., President of
lows: Feb. 18, 6:30, A-Br; 7:30, Phi Kappa
Sigma and the Senior
A hustling, bustling Maine
Br-Ci; 8:30, Ci-Det.
Skulls, acted as moderator in place
Feb. 19, 6:30, Det-Fo; 7:30, of I.F.C. President
Robert Worthing club turned on the speed to down
Fo-Ilas; 8:30, Has-L.
who was absent because of a death New Hampshire, 89-71, at Durham yesterday.
Feb. 20, 6:30. L-Man; 7:30, in his family.
By Ed Damon
Key weapons in the Bear romp
Man-O; 8:30, 0-R.
Elliott offered some worthwhile
University President Dr. Arthur A. Hauck was the unsung
Feb. 21, 6:30, R-Sm; 7:30,
points on the philosophy behind were a blazing fast break and the achero at a Jan. 27 North Dormitory 15 fire which may have been Sm-Tr; 8:30, Tr-Z.
rushing and the meaning of a curate artillery of Tom Seavey. Seaset by students.
Students under 21 years of age, fraternity. "Each fraternity views vey netted 26 points, 18 in the first
half.
Hauck was instrumental in clear- our job. Until the President helped who have not returned permisthe rushing period as the shot Seavey
At Best
ing the immediate fire area of stu- out we were afraid that we wouldn't sion cards signed by parents or
in the arm that carries it from
The
slender
Maine forward turned
dents so Orono and University fire be able to save any of the building. guardians will not receive inocuyear to year.
in his best performance of the year
crews could maneuver their equip- As it was most of the damage was lations.
"But at the same time, because it with
his soft one-hand push shot and
Students are urgently request- is proud of the traditions and ideals
ment and fight the blaze which caused confined to one room."
hooks working overtime.
ed to adhere to the abose time which it bears, the fraternity will be
bout $1.000 damage.
Keith Mahaney maintained his 22
The alarm was turned in at
schedule if they wish to avoid seeking the best among you to perPom.ibly Set
point per game average with six floor
about 1:30 a.m. Sunday, Jan. 27.
delay or unnecessary waiting.
petuate its order on the same or a goals and II free throws-23 points.
Orono Fire Chief Edward Peters Four
pieces of equipment from
higher level that it now maintains,"
told the Campus that immediate reac- the
The Woodbury men opened up a 10
Orono Fire Department and
Elliott said.
tion to the cause of the fire was that one piece
point gap midway through the first
from the University
it had been set, but at present the of- Fire
Fraternity Meaning
half and never did relinquish the lead,
Department responded.
ficial cause is listed as "undetermined
Elliott went on to explain that a snuffing out a New Hampshire rally
It took about two and one half
origin."
fraternity means taking on an added with five minutes on the clock.
hours to get the blaze under control.
Wildcat ace Red Ericson, out with
obligation. He suggested that each
Peters said that although he Two lines of hose were used by the
man ask himself, "Will I be able to an injured ankle for a good part of
didn't believe students were in- fire fighters to quell the fire.
keep up my studies if I join a frater- the season, returned to spark the NH
tentionally hampering fire fightFlames did not break through the
President Arthur A. Hauck an- nity?" He further stated that frater- offense. Eric hooped 20 points. Fran
ing efforts, they did interfere building which was used entirely
for nounced today
that the University nities will be looking for men with Mcl.aughlin also had 20.
and made it almost impossible to storage of mattresses and
furniture
Bookstore board of directors has good study habits, for should a Cooper Returns
combat the blaze.
until the very end. Peters said.
Maine reclaimed a man from the invoted to give S10,000 for further pledge be dropped from school, the
He said they were too close to the Near TKE
jury ranks. Thurlow Cooper pumped
fraternity
becomes
both
financially
building and blocked the firemen.
constructi
on
of facilities in the
in 12 points and was immense off the
North Dorm 15 is the last building
and academically sictimized.
it was almost impossible to get at
Memorial Union Building.
boards. The Bears' answer to Jim
in the area and is nearest Tau Kappa
Enlarging on the financial asthe building." Peters said, "and for
The mones would be used to
Loscutoff had been hampered by ankle
Epsilon fraternity.
pects
fraternities
of
. EEC. Secre- trouble.
while we couldn't even tell students
finance the completion of a room and
Two favorable conditions may have to build six
from our own men."
bowling alleys on the tary-Treasurer Donald Whitten,
Dave Deshon. last year's Freshman
helped to keep the fire from spread- ground floor of
Sigma Phi Epsilon, encouraged scoring leader,
Hauck Saves The Day
the Union.
made his varsity debut
the men to a-k fraternity treas- in a reserve capacity.
"But then President Hauck. who ing to more of the wooden frame Expressed Appreciation
structure,.
urers for a griteral outline of
was at the scene, got the students
The Pale Blue now has a 2-2 recIn 11.:;ep:ing the gift, President
prospectis I. financial obligations. ord in Yankee t. onference
.way and we were able to go about
(Continued on Page Eight)
Hauck e \pressed the appreciation of
play and
Vs'hitten added that "Although the is 4-8 on the season.
the Uni‘ersits for the interest of the
Store company in the Union.
Harold L. Bruce. sore manager.
said the directors of the company
have been interested in the Memorial
Union becausc of its significance to
the life of the entire University.
An initial pledge of $10.000 was
made in 1947 by the Store company to
January weather occasioned no cheers any where in these parts, a student
campaign to raise funds for
and least of all among those who peddle the stuff.
the construction of the Union.
The turbulent month ended last day thaw shot the mercury aloft. Case Fountain
In 1952 the Store gave the soda
cek without a trace of the awaited bringing temperature readings apfountain, which was then located in
storm that had everybody on edge. proaching tropical-like 50's.
the temnorars Carnegie Hall snack
Ithe fact that it came at the beginning Bumper Snowfall
of February may mean that we're in
In consequence, the bumper snow- bar.
for another rough month.
About a sear later, a gift of $4,529
fall for the first half of the month
Reflect Shortcomings
disappeared faster than a fifth at a was made to the University with the
suggestion that it be used to purchase
From all accounts, official weather fireman's muster.
forecasters were either travelling in- While January temperatures dropped equipment for the game room.
;ognito. or were being held incom- 6.8 degrees below the normal, there Furnish Game Room
"[his contribution and a gift of
municado, the better to reflect on were the 35 inches of snowfall in the
period which ordinarily would have $17,676, in August. 1954, made it
'heir shortcomings.
possible to finish the game room and
10118...
Hut for all of that it 1. a. a averaged 18.7.
provide equipment for billiards and
By mid-month there had been table tennis.
ili, thrcate•
g ••.cr,
fa at f til
•
eight suceessive snowfalls for the
.tep of thy uay to break all-I.
In total, the University Store Comtotal of 22.7 inches. Ilad this pany has made
records for low temperatures.
cash gifts amounting
‘Iid-month sub-zero temperatures continued for the entire
SNOW MAN, SNOW—Despite several heavy
th to $41.685 toward the cost of buildwinter University crews have been more than able tosnowfalls this
,stablished a new low, and then the the stuff would have been ankle ing and equipping the Memorial
clear campus
road.: and walks. This new jeep-tractor ha aided
.nespected happened— a balmy three(Continued MI Page F(rth()
('flier!.
worker* no end
ri
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HE SAVED THE DAY—So says Orono Fire Chief Edward
Peters of Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, above left, University president,
concerning the part President Hauck played at the recent North
Dorm fire. Hauck urged University students to aid firemen by
staying out of the burning area. Dean of Men John E. Stewart,
center right, also was at the fire scene.
(Photo by Raphael)

Bears Dump
UNH, 89-71

Hauck Is Hero At Fire
Possibly Set By Students

Store Pledges
Union $10,000

More Cold Weather Ahead
As Cheerless January Ends

•
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Lutfiyya -- Success In 7 Years Saadi/
By Judy Sawyer
Abdulla Lutfiyya, who arrived in America seven years ago with $4 in his pocket, has seen and
experienced more of the "American way of life" than the average native.
On his arrival from Jordan, Abdulla
had to borrow money from a friend
to pay his way to Iowa. His first day
at Iowa's William Penn School he got
a job for 50 cents an hour. While
telling of this, Prof. Lutfiyya smiled
and said, "I had to eat and I had no
money whatsoever."
Born In Jordan
Prof. Lutfiyya was born in Ramallah, Jordan, a resort town of about
20.000 located in the mountains of
Palestine. part of which is now Israel.
Ramallah, often called Little America,
is noted for its international atmosphere. cool climate, and many schools.
Abdulla attended one of the two
American schools run by the Society
of the Friends. His father, who had at
one time lived in Bangor and had
taken some courses at the University
of Maine, encouraged him to come to
Maine. But his instructor from the
Friends school helped him to receive
a scholarship to William Penn, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Chosen To Who's Who
After only two and a half years at
William Penn, Prof. Lutfiyya received
his B.A. During this time he was
chosen by the students to be in Who's
Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges for 1952.
Next Prof. Lutfiyya attended Michigan State and received his M.A. degree. Here he taught as a graduate
assistant two years before coming to
the University. He also completed the
work for his doctors degree, although
he is still writing his thesis, "Social
Forces in Egyptian Nationalism."
The jobs he held during his college
career included such a variet% as

janitor, grill-man, factory hand, salesman, tutor, and cook. He worked in a
laundry for four months at William
Penn and became the supervisor.
Works As Salesman
Prof. Lutfiyya spent one summer as
a door to door salesman in North
Carolina.
After he received his B.A. he spent
another working on an assembly line
bolting gears in a Nash factory in
Wisconsin. After he received his M.A.
he got a summer job as cook at Bishop
Cafe in Des Moines, Iowa.
When asked about his immediate
plan Prof. Lutfiyya removed his horn-

Winter's Not Over
SaysMr.Groundhog
Okay, folks! Shove up the
thermostats, wax the snow shovels and dig in for the duration.
Lir ol' Groundhog, rising late
Saturday morning, sass his sinister shadow on the new-fallen
snow so there's no escaping it40 more days and nights of winter!
The superstition that groundhogs are infallible when it comes
to long-range forecasting started
here with the arrival of the Pilgrim fathers. It kicked around
Europe for centuries after Roman legions got into the thing
while doing occupation service in
Britain.
So, weather true or untrue. it
certainly has been enduring.

rimmed glasses and said. "I hope to
go to Egypt next year to spend a year
devoting my time in research; otherwise I'm interested in teaching. I can
make more money at other work but
I want to teach."
Prof. Lutfiyya. who is applying for
a Ford Foundation Fellowship for the
year in Egypt, will ask for a leave of
absence from the University. His research would be in studying the social
forces of Egyption Nationalism.
Likes Maine

By Joyce-marie Crockett
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names were listed under the married column in the last Campus
when they should have been
listed as engagements. This was
purely a mechanical problem and
was not the fault of the Society
Editor.)
The list of engagements follows:
Carleen Stone to Henry Morton,
Delta Tau Delta; Dorothy Lovely to
Donald Boutilier, Phi Kappa Sigma;
Erlene Beak to Ralph Kelley, Sigma
Phi Epsilon; Sally Willoughby to
Bradley Nuite, Alpha Gamma Rho;
Patricia Slocum of Cumberland Center to Deane Roberts, Alpha Gamma
Rho.
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Fraternity rushing moved into full
swing as mid-semester vacation ended. Now for two full weeks, "Fraternity Row" will glitter with dances
and parties of all kinds. The campus
comes alive again this weekend as
second semester begins its "forward
march."
PINNED: Barbara Stansbury to
Stan Cahill, Sigma Alpha Epsilon;
Now that Prof. Lutfiyya is settled as Barbara Snerdly of Westbrook Juna member of the faculty here at Maine ior College
to Peter Bolton, Alpha
and will receive his citizenship next
Omega; June Hansen of Boston
Tau
year, he says, "I like it very much;
that is why I plan to stay here. The University to Damon Richards, Beta
people are very friendly. The school is Theta Pi; Betty Gagne of Pittsfield to
just the golden mean, not too small Ray Rancourt, Kappa Sigma.
Doris White to Edward Dunne,
and not too large." The cool climate
Phi Eta Kappa; Virginia Hillman of
here reminds him of Ramallah.
Six Teams Participate
Prof. Lutfiyya and his wife. Billy the University of Vermont to Ronald
Mae, whom he met at William Penn, Thurston, Phi Gamma Delta: Ann In Debate Tournament
live on Island Avenue, Orono. They Duce to George Bourassa, Phi Mu
Five debate teams are participating
have two daughters, Zana Marie, who Delta; Prisca Labbe to Charles Patin the Intramural Debate Tournament
is a year and a half old, and three rick, Theta Chi.
months old May Nawal.
ENGAGED: Deborah Plummer presently underway on campus.
His brother, Issa, who is a sopho- to J. Theodore Luebbers; Anne Receive Awards
more studying mechanical engineering Co'burn to George Cohn; Joan M. At the end of the tournament, the
at the University, also lives with them. Klapetzky, Syracuse, N. Y., to Wil- team having the best record receives
Enjoys Fishing
liam C. Harvey; Elizabeth A. Guig- the first place medal. Medals are
Prof. Lutfiyya especially enjoys fish- nard, Miami Beach, Fla., to Jerry awarded to the second place team and
the best freshman debater. It is hoped
ing. He has a keen interest in politics D. Burkett.
that
the tournament can be completed
and is a Democrat. He also enjoys
MARRIED: June Sinclair of New
within the next two weeks.
lithe music, "especially folk music be- York City to Paul Francis, Delta
Teams are: Burton Meltzer and
cause it ties in with my other interests, Tau Delta; Joanne Dail of Houlton
Joseph Plamondon; David Downing
society, history, and cultures."
to George Williams, Phi Gamma and Patrick Veilleux; Joseph McKenProf. Lutfiyya is a member of Phi Delta.
na and John Dennis; Kenneth Hayes
Alpha Theta, National history honor
(Ed. Note: Through mechani- and Samuel Warren; Thomas Sezak
national
Mu,
Sigma
Pi
and
society,
cal difficulties the following and Barbara Tyler.
social science honor fraternity.
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Rushing Moves Into Full Swing,
Fraternity Row Set To Glitter
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StudentCrushed
Under Car, Dies
At Mars Hill

A supper with University journalism students and guests,
assembly talk, and a faculty seminar will be the itinerary for an
wellknown Mississippi editor Hodding Carter when he visits here
Feb.
18 and 19.
Carter, also an author, publisher, 1936 has been editor
and publisher of
and Pulitzer prize winner, will arrive newspapers
in Greenville, Mississippi,
at the University Monday night, Feb. in the cotton-rich
Delta region of
18, in time for a dinner in his honor that state.
sponsored by the University Press
club. Journalism students and their
guests will attend the dinner meeting,
tentatively scheduled for Estabrooke
hall.
Assembly Speaker
The following day Carter will speak
at an all-University assembly in MeAbout six automobile accidents
morial Gym at 10 a.m. The Univer- caused by slippery roads and resulting
sity Band will provide music. for the in property damage of more than
$300 have occurred on campus in the
program.
CAUGHT VA—Two unidentified students are
At noon Tuesday, Carter will lunch past two weeks. No injuries were
time, or so it looks, in this winter scene at the MOChaving a good
with faculty members at a Faculty suffered by any of the occupants of
skating rink.
She seems to have the situation well in comman
the vehicles.
seminar.
d. Although the
skating has been somewhat hindered by the
indifferent weather
A native of Hamntttttd, Louisichanges, many students still find pleasure
Stephen R. Gould, Chief of the
in this great winter
sport.
ana, Mr. Carter is a graduate of Campus Police force, stated that al(Photo by Johnson; R.S.L. Cutline)
Bowd • College. II( also studied though these accidents were not a reat Columbia, Tulane, and liar- sult of speeding, they perhaps would
ard unhersities. He has been not have occurred if the students or
the recipient of an honorary de- faculty involved decreased their speed
gree from Ilarvard, Bowdon', to half the speed limit.
By Phyllis Warren
and the Unhersity of the South. Urges Discretion
tivities at that time.
Still a comparatively young man,
Can Enter 2
Chief Gould admonished students
Any
student
s
interes
ted
in
oral
he has had a long and successful
to use more discretion while driving interpretation, original oratory,
The University is permitted to enter
career in journalism and has gained
in such bad weather conditions.
! persuasive speaking or extem- two students in oral interpretation of
recognition in academic, literary, and
He indicated that because of faulty poraneous speaking should re- dramatic poetry and two in dramatic
military circles.
driving more than 60 automobiles port to the University Speech de- prose; two each in original oratory
College Trustee
He is a member of the Board of have been restricted to campus in the partment. During the spring se- and extemporaneous speaking.
Trustees of George Peabody College past semester. Some of these cars mester, various debates will take
Other schools and events at which
and of the Board of Visitors of Tulane were restricted for 30 days and others place, offering many opportuni- there will be an opportu
nity for
University. He is also a member of for the remainder of the year.
ties for participation.
Maine students to participate in some
the National Commission for the PubOn Saturday. March 2. the annual of these activities include Boston Unilic Schools and of the Pulitzer Prize
The Intercollegiate Billiard Tourna- Maine Intercol
legiate Forensic Festi- versity. Harvard University, the New
Advisory Board.
ment will begin in the Games Room , val will be held
at Bowdoin College. England Forensic Conference, the
Among civilian honors which of the Memorial Union Monday.'There
will be opportunities for par- Eastern Forensic Association, and Pi
have come to Mr. Carter are the Feb. 11.
ticipation in all of these speech ac- Kappa Delta National Tournament.
following: Nieman Fellowship
for newspapermen at Harvard,
•
1939; Guggenheim Fellowship
for creative writing, 1945; Pulitzer Prize for editorial writing,
1946; Southern Literary Award,
1945; Fellow of Sigma Delta Chi,
1954.
Formerly a newspaperman in New
Orleans, Hammond, Louisiana and
Jackson, Mississippi, Mr. Carter since

Chief Warns Drivers
Following Accidents

Slate Heavy Debate Activity

Funeral services were held
Jan. 24 for Robert J. Currie, 19,
University freshman, who was
killed Jan. 21 when his car
dropped off its jack and pinned
him beneath it.
The Rev. Robert H. Stead officiated
at the services which were held at the
Laing Funeral Home, Mars Hill. Interment will be in Kings Grove cemeLary, Mars HUI, in the spring.
Removing Oil Pan
The accident which caused Currie's
Jeath occurred shortly after noon
while the victim was removing the oil
pan from his vehicle at the rear of
the H. R. Weeks garage on Fort
Street, Mars Hill, his home town.
Dr. Storer W. Boone, Presque Isle,
pronounced Currie dead on arrival at
the Presque Isle hospital where he
was taken by ambulance. The youth
was extracted from beneath his car by
Ralph Pryor, Robinson, who jacked
up the vehicle to release Currie whose
head was pinned beneath the front
end.
No Front Wheels
According to Mars Hill Fire Chief
Isaac Straight, who was one of the
first on the accident scene, the front
wheels had been removed from the
car.
Currie was born at Presque Isle,
May 21, 1937, the son of Kenneth
and Lena (Smith) Currie. He was
graduated from Aroostook Central
Institute in 1955 and completed a college preparatory course at Maine
Central Institute, Pittsfield.
HaHe
. was an education student at the
University and roomed in 327 Corbett
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Debaters Deserve Credit
Maine debaters get little recognition for the work they do,
yet they carry the reputation of the University of Maine throughout New England and along the Eastern coast of the United
States.
Each time Maine enters a debate team in a tournament, the
reputation of our school is at stake. Our debate teams travel
throughout New England, debating at Vermont, Tufts, and Harvard to mention only a few places. Students from other schools
tend to judge Maine intellectual standards by the showing of
our teams.
When a Maine team defeats Harvard or Dartmouth in a
tournament, the University of Maine is looked on with considerably more respect. In some schools, perhaps most especially in
Ivy League colleges, a state university is spoken of rather disdainfully. Usually these people mean no harm. Their attitudes
are only a state of mind, and nothing that they have really
thought through.
Many of these schools take it as a natural order of things
that a state university, a "cow-college" is no match for them in
any department, especially where brains are concerned.
But many of these same people come to re-examine their
false ideas about state universities when they are decisively
beaten in a debate tournament where nothing counts except
knowledge and the ability to communicate.
Our debaters do a creditable job at upholding the reputation of Maine. But they get little or no support from the student
authorized
body. And none at all from the University, except
expenses.
of
payment
part
a
absences and
They get no credit for the hours of research on their debate
topics. They get no credit for the long trips and the classes and
prelims missed. They get no academic credit for their work,
except in rare cases.
Worst of all, debaters suffer from the knowledge that their
work is not appreciated, that no one really cares how well or
the
how poorly they do, although they know how it is to carry
Harvard
of
that
against
Maine
reputation of the University of
University in a public debate.
We have said that our debaters are doing a creditable job.
"reIt could be outstanding, but it is not. There are not enough
debate
people
Many
another.
to
year
one
from
peat" debaters
that
for one or two years, then drift off into some other activity
idea
the
seems to offer more "glory.- We certainly don't support
recogthat we should only do things for which we get thanks, or
the
recognize
nition, or cheers. But being realistic, we must
human element.
To encourage more participation in debate and in recognition of their work, debaters should be granted some academic
credit for their work, in the same way that some members of the
Campus staff are given some credits for part of their work. The
amount of academic credit now offered for debate is unrealistic
and in no way compensates for the time involved.
Secondly the University should provide more expense
money for debates. Actually it gets a little embarrassing running
around looking for the cheapest room in town. Often debaters
end up spending parts of their own money just to meet minimum
expenses such as food.
These two recommendations will not automatically make
inour debate teams more effective, nor will they immediately
they
least
At
sure greater student participation or appreciation.
show
are a first step in the right direction. They at least would
work
the
appreciates
and
that the University officially recognizes
of its varsity debaters.

Keystone To Culture
The Art department has been doing an outstanding job on
campus. Most of us just take their results for granted. But
*Hcs—rcquires
every display—awd thcre arc thrcc 0: z•-•1 .•
a great deal of work, prior planning and imagination.
For instance, the current display in Carnegie "Contempothe
rary Churches, USA" took over a year to assemble and it is
methods
and
first of its kind showing the use of modern materials
in Church constructions.
The Art department has also made available original works
members
of art at prices that many students and most faculty
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Writers Critical Of'Campus', Defend Aggies
Lists Pet Gripes
To the Editor:
There is much to be said in praise
of the way The Maine Campus has
presented the news under your editorship. I have noted, as I am sure
everyone has, your fearlessness in
presenting the news as you find it,
the staff's ability to find the news, and,
generally speaking, good reporting
and presentation of the news.
Therefore, it is perhaps unfair for
me to point out two areas in which I
think your paper has not maintained
its general excellence.
1. Head writing—the frequent use
of heads in which the top line ends in
a form of the verb to be, some other
verb, or a preposition. This is not, of
course, considered good journalistic
style.
2. Makeup—the frequent use of
subheads or breakers unnecessarily.
The subhead is, of course, designed to
break up long columns of type. Its
use at or near the top of a column (a
la Bangor New,) or )Heaven forbid)
at the bottom of a column is not good
style simply because it is superfluous.
I further have noted quite a few
widows (partial lines of type at the
top of a column) which again is not
in good style.
I have marked some examples of
these usages in the current issue
attached.
I hope you accept these minor criticisms in the friendly way in which
they are submitted. These just happen
to be pet peeves of mine. They can
be corrected with just a little more
effort on the part of your editors.
Sincerely,
WALTER SCHUR:Al AN
Assistant Publicity
Director
Erl. Note: We sincerely appreciate Mr. Schurtnan's interest in
writing the above letter and must

admit that we genera,' agree
with him on the two areas of
criticism which he cites. It has
been our aim to avoid these "errors" but carelessness and the
rush to meet deadlines by some
editors oftentimes has prevented us from fulfilling this aim.
We shall strive to do better in the
future.

Defends Aggie Students
To the Editor:
I am tired of being sneered at
around this campus. Everytime I tell
someone that I am in the College of

FINALS
By Maroon George
The finals are finally done
And homeward, students run
Books and homework—all behind
Now's the time for peace of mind.
The Freshmen did worry, and boy did
they sweat
For finals like these, they've never met
They studied and crammed all the
night
All toil and sweat, there was no respite.
You must know the course, and that's
no bluff
For those damn finals, they are rough.
Kids work like hell to keep a B
And after the finals end up with a D
This is the cause of much chagrin
Students feel they just can't win.

Agriculture, they look at me with pity
and walk away as if expecting me to
smell like a silo.
At first, I was worried about it and
went right downtown and bought the
large, economy cake of Lifebuoy. But
this, I found, didn't solve the problem.
They seem to think that because
they walk around all day with a sliderule in one hand, a pensive look on
their faces, and squinted eyes that
they have a larger mental capacity
and, therefore, belong to a higher social class.
Just because a Mathematician can
work with quadratic equations or use
the Table of Mantissas does not make
him any more intelligent than the
Plant Pathologist who understands the
nature of disease. In fact, it is the
Mathematics Professor who is accused
of being eccentric and wound up in
himself; whereas the Agriculturist is
more concerned with the problems of
society.
I am not saying that the state which
exists here stems entirely from the
non-agriculutral students. Much is
due to the attitude of the agricultural
student himself.
I noticed the other day at the Union
an introduction between two students
when the subject of major fields came
up. Between a belch and a welltimed sneeze, one of the boys mumbled, "College of Agriculture," and
quickly changed the subject. This
apologetic attitude quickly destroys
any prestige the student might have
had.
This letter was not meant to accuse
the Agricultural student but to inform
the other college, of their misconception of Agriculture. To them we
say gently and with feeling. "Go sit
on a slide rule."

And this is the student's annual plight
Of which I thought and decided to
write
So teachers, please take pity if now
you see
A tired, sad freshman just like me.

JOSEPH W. DOMBEK
Agriculture

Tea Room
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Editoralist Deserves Commendation
By Ed Damon
To the Perfidious: What are you,
a parsnip or a cabbage? ...R. A. F.
The Campus editorialist (Jan. 17
issue), is to be commended for recognizing, as do many others, that the
problem of school spirit needs attention.
He is to be further commended for
recognizing that there are in reality
two distinct forms of school spirit,
although he perhaps- doesn't realize
his recognition.
On the one hand we have the type
of spirit which asse
and
classroom, while on the
there is the type of spirit which we
find in the field of athletics and other
less formal activities.
Both are highly creditable and both
are necessary to keep things on an
even keel here at the University.
In the first instance Maine spirit
rates an A plus, but the second ...
well, that's another story. It is this
second type of spirit I'm talking about
when I say Maine spirit has slipped
below normal.
It is not stealing panties or breaking windows that we need here. But
we do need more life around campus,
and what better way to provide it
than through HARMLESS pranks.
Furthermore, our spirit at games
is noticeably lacking.
Just the other day I received a letter
which explains the situation perfectly.
The letter follows:
Dear Sir:
Once upon a time there was a little
megaphone waiting in a Bangor sporting goods store for some one to buy
him. Just when he thought that a
fella from the University of Maine
was going to buy him the college boy
walked away without the megaphone.
Why?

Here's why:
(1) No one cheers at the U. of M.
games.
(2) The cheerleaders are not cheerleaders. They cheer between plays

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

and think that that is sufficient.
(3) There is no section reserved
for those who want to cheer. If there
is a section no one knows about it.
Marylin Megaphone.
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4104e Mail
Blasts Spirit. Answers Column

ies

Maine Spirit Lousy

it me with pity
pecting me to

To the Editor:
I feel that the Maine school spirit
is lousy.
When I vs ent to high school. I was
never very enthusiastic about school
spirit at all. However, when I came
to Maine. I began to see just how
much school spirit there was in my
high school, and the contrast at
Maine.
When a member of the Maine team
who is a first rate player, is BOOED
when he misses a shot, there must be
something wrong.
Never have I seen such poor sportsmanship on the part of the spectators
in a crowd. I only wish that some of
the people who BOO so heartily were
pIa ing down there on the floor.
Sincerely Yours,
F. A. MUEHLECK
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Promote School Spirit
To the Editor:
I believe the Campus is to be commended for its efforts aimed to promote campus spirit as demonstrated
in the editorial and article in the Jan.
17 edition.
Since the responsibility for Homecoming and other alumni activities on
campus lies with the General Alumni
Association, we were particularly interested in Ed Damon's article, "Why
Not Two Homecomings?"
Actually, the University. like most
colleges, does have two Homecomings. The regular Fall Homecoming
is naturally best known to the undergraduates since it occurs at a time
when the entire student body is on
campus. The second annual Homecoming is the Alumni Reunion WeekEnd in June, which dates correspond
with Commencement.
Actually, the Alumni Reunion is a
bigger and more gala affair than the
Fall Homecoming with alumni corn-
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Successors Still
To Be Named

'Fry us for

t-

By Murrie MacDonald

ing to campus from as far away as
the West Coast for three days of activities.
Since Alumni Reunion occurs at
Commencement, and only the seniors
are on campus, it is understandable if
many students are not well acquainted
with this program. Please be assured
that, following graduation, each new
alumnus will become very familiar
with Reunion and certainly will
not
wish to miss it!
To insert a third Homecoming
on
the campus during the spring,
as Ed
suggests, would not be feasible,
since
Reunion takes place in early June
and
would over-shadow a third event.
Cordially,
DONALD V. TAVERNER

Maine Outing Club Has
Election Of Officers
The Maine Outing Club recently elected officers for the
coming
year. The new club officials
are
Paul Ferguson, president;
William Stearns, vice presiden
t;
David Pool, treasurer; Elizabet
h
Plaisted, secretary; Nancy Burnham, historian; and Laura Lenz,
corresponding secretary.

successors have not yet been
named to the positions which
Dean Ashley S. Campbell and
Dean Arthur L. Deering will leave
in June. It is expected that these
positions will be filled within the
next few weeks.
Dean Campbell, soon to head the
department of technology at Tufts
University, revealed this week that
it had been a difficult decision to
make.
An Opportunity
"We have had a very enjoyable
time, both in Orono and on the Maine
campus. But this is an opportunity
for administration in a school different from the University of Maine.
It will be a very broadening experience and something to look forward
to," he said.
Dean Deering commented that "it
was good to be retiring to make way
for very capable men." He said,
"After working for the University of
Maine for 45 years, I will leave with
a great deal of regret. But I have a
wonderful team to take over the responsibilities."
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BUDGET-WISE STUDENTS SHOP AT

We Carry a Complete Line of School Supplies

Plates, Napkins

for the week of February 4

and Party Goods

To

Mill Street

ORONO

Wed.& Thurs., Feb. 6-7
"ULYSSES"
Excellent Colored Drama with
Kirk Douglas, Silvano
Mangano
6:30-8:30
Fri.& Sat.. Feb. 8-9
"THE GIRL HE LEFT
BEHIND"
Very Good Drama with
Tab Hunter, Natalie Wood
Sat. Matine 2:30;6:30-8:30
Sun., Mon., Tues.
Feb. 10-11-12
"HOLLYWOOD OR BUST"
Excellent Vista Vision Comedy
with
Martin & Lewis
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:30
Wed.,Thurs., Feb. 13-14
Double Feature
"STAGE COACII TO FU RI"
6:30-9:16
Very Good Drama with
Forest Tucker, Mari Blanchard
Also
"EVERYTHING BUT THE
TRUTH"
7:53
Good Colored Drama with
John Forsythe, Maureen
O'Hara

NO COVER CHARGE
NO MINIMUM

CALL 6-2100
DELIVERY 5 TO MIDNIGHT

PIZZA, SPAGHETTI,

PIZZA HOUSE
ORONO

for his broad jump performance in
the K. C. track meet in Boston.

HARDWARE
& VARIETY
Og ono, Maine

The recipient of this award is entitled to

.1T45-FOR REAL!

$2.00 Personal Cleaning Service
Absolutely Free

by Chester Field

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill Street

Orono 63647

CONVERSATION

ElI

WITH

J 0

110USE OF HITS U
Fri., Sat., Sun., Mon.

"BABY
DOLL"
starring
Karl Malden
Carroll Baker

BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE

Eddie Fisher. Debbie Reynolds
in

Adults only

"Bundle of Joy"

Tues., Wed., Thur..

with Adolphe Menjou

Aldo Ray
Anne Bancroft
in
"NIGHTFALL"

YOURSELF

Main St.—Tel. 5380

Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed,

and Tommy Noonan

"Now there's an interesting face—
Ugly, but not commonplace...
Full of charm, I must admit
Full of character and wit!
Why on earth can't women see
All the things I see in me?"
MORAL: No matter what face you
live behind, it will look happier
with a real satisfying Chesterfield
out front! Enjoy that BIG full
flavor plus the smoothest taste
today, because it's packed more
smoothly by Accu•Ray! You'll
be smoking smiles!
Smoke for reel...smoke Chesterfield!
250 for every philoapAjca1 verse accepted for
publication. Cheater
P. O. Box Si,
New York 46. N. Y.
.
OUrge••Upon Tobseee C.

1

9 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Mrs. Maine Club, Main Lounge
Wednesday, Feb. 13
Wildlife Seminar, Bangor, 7:30-9 p.m.
AAUW. Lown, 7 p.m.
G. E., Lown, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Albemarle Paper, Lown, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Geology Club, Totman, 7-8:30 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 14
Noontime movie, Bangor,
12:30-1 p.m.
Allis-Chalmers, Lown,9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Chicopee Company, Lown, 9 a.m.6 p.m.
FTA. FFA. 7-8 p.m.
Faculty Octette, Totman, 4-5:30 p.m.
Newton. Mass.. Teacher Placement,
Davis, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Poetry Hour, Women's Lounge,
4 p.m.
The movie at the Union this weekend will be "Tight Little Island."
Basil Radford and Joan Greenwood
star in the film which will be shown
at 7 and 9 p.m. both Friday and Sat

MIN FINCH

PARK's •

TV
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D
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Friday, Feb.8
Movies. Bangor, 7 and 9 p.m.
Sikorsky, Torrington, Northeast
Paper. Lawn. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Oxford Paper, FFA. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Saturday • Feb.9
Movies, Bangor, 7 and 9 p.m.
Monday, Feb. 11
Raytheon, Narco, Bumps. 7 p.m.
Chi Omega, FFA. 7-10 p.m.
Filenes. FFA, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Theta Chi, Totman. 6:30 p.m.
New Britain Teacher Placement,
Davis, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 12
Noontime movies, Bangor,
12:30-1 p.m.
Penobscot Valley Alumni. G. E.,
Lown, 6 p.m.
General Student Senate, Bumps.
7-10 p.m.
MOC. FFA, 7-9 p.m.
U. S. Steel. FFA, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
IVCF. Totman, 6:45-8 p.m.
West Virginia Paper, 1912.

ITALIAN SANDWICHE

44 Main Street, Orono

HIRSH ACIIIMEMEAT MIRO

PARK'S

This Week At The Union

TREWORGY'S

PAPER CUPS

People Sal—
l/OK Can /4iid

Page Fire
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Frosh Hoopsters Undefeated,
Point Towards 7th Straight

Ballet By A Judge

.1.4.1. Butterfield's Maine Frosh con- that has provided the spark for the
tinue to roll merrily along,
bulk of the yearling victories.
Butterfield's bombers played fourThe Cubs will be after win number
seven Saturday meeting Rockland in-one Jan 19 Phi Eta, Phi Gam,
Neuman Club and Phi Mu took on
high in a 6:15 preliminary to the the Frosh a period
apiece with the
Maine-UConn game. They have not first year men on top, 78-54.
been defea•ed.
Too much speed and deadly set
Probable Starters
shooting by Vachon and Martin was
Terry Spurling, Dick Sturgeon at the key. The scoring by periods:
forwards, Al Adams at center, and Frosh 22, Phi Eta 13; Frosh 12, Phi
guards Ray Vachon, Willie Martin Gam 10; Frosh 19, Newman 12;
will probably start. It is this combo Frosh 25. Phi Mu 19.

Phi Eta Maintains
Track Supremacy
Sweeps Rice Meet
Its getting to be a habit.
Phi Eta carved their third consecutive notch on the Charles
Rice trophy, running away from
a field of 10 in the annual Rice
track meet Jan. 20.

BASKETBALL BALLET—Brandeis dynamo, Rudy Finderson
(11) may never qualify for a Sadler-Wells troop, but the Judges'
ace set the stage for his team's win over Maine, Jan. 20. Finderson
netted 35 points. Dud Coyne (22) does the clutching with Keith
(Photo by Raphael)
Mahaney (24) an interested spectator.

quiet please

1:••bruar, 7. 197;7

The Etas, loaded with varsity
trackmen, racked up 76 points. Phi
Mu was a distant second with 15.
Jim Varner was the individual
pace-setter for Phi Eta. The New
Jersey flash scored 19 points.
Varsity Excluded
In intramural competition, from
which varsity members are excluded,
Phi Kap edged Phi Mu, 27/
1
2 to 20.
Phi Eta finished third with 16/
1
2.
Charles Rice Trophy—Phi Eta,
76; Phi Mu, 15; Sigma Chi, 11;
Phi Gam, 8; Off-Campus, 8;
D
Hall, 5; TKE, 3; Sigma
Nu, 2; Hart Hall, 2; Corbett Hall,
2: North Dorms I.
Intramurals—Phi Kap, 27/
1
2;
Phi Mu, 20; Sigma Nu, 8; SAE,
5; Delta Tau, 4'3; Lambda Chi, 2.

A Campus-to -Career Case History
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A man's thinking about his future. Perhaps
he's thinking about military service or marriage
or a business career—they're all pretty important.
Maybe this man is you. If so. you'll want to
know about the careers available at Connecticut
General.

Planning for growth. Joe Hunt (left) talks with Jir.1 E,,loinson (center), District Construction Foreman,and 0.D. Frisbie, Supervising Repair Foreman. In Joe's district alone, 600 new telephones are
put into service every month.

Why? Because we're growing at an exceptional
rate. In ten years the combined assets of all life
insurance companies have doubled. Ours have
tripled.

"I'll take a growing company"

You might well ask what can our growth mean
to you. It means young men with executive potential can rise rapidly. You might reason correctly
that you can grow faster with us.
See your Placement Director for further information about a career with Connecticut General.
When you do, make a date to discuss your future
with our representative. He'll be on campus soon.
Connecticut General Life Insurance Company,
Hartford.
P. S. Job offers are made to qualified college men
regardless of their military status.

70,000 telephones to keep in operation
...$20.000.000 worth of telephone cornproperty to watch over ... 160 people to supervise — these are some of the
salient facts about Joe Hunt's present
job with Southwestern Bell. He's a
District Plant Superintendent at Tulsa,
Oklahoma.
"It's a man-sized job," says Joe, who
graduated from Oklahoma A. Si M. in
PM as an E.E."And it's the kind of job
I u as looking for when I joined the telephone company.
"I wanted an engineering carecr that
would lead to management responsibili-

tics. Moreover, I wanted that career to
be in a gross ing company, because grow th
creates real opportunities to get ahead.
"But to take advantage of opportunities as they come along. ou must have
sound training and experience. The telephone company sees that you get plenty
if both. Really useful training, and experience that gives % ou know-how and
confidence. Then, when bigger jobs come
your way. you're equipped to handle them.
"If I had it to do all over again. l'd
make the same decision about where to
find a career. Now — as then — lii take
a gross ing company."

Joe Mint is with Southwestern Bell Telephone Cont.
Interesting career opportunities exist in other
Bell Telephone Companies, and in Bell Telephone
Laboratories, NT'estern Electric and Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer can ghe !on more information about these companies.
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Bear Collide With UConn Saturday
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Huskies Heavily Favored
Over Fading Pale Blue
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DON COOKSON

By Joe McCarthy
Maine opens the second half of their home basketball schedule
this Saturday against powerful Connecticut at 8:15 p.m. in the
Memorial Gym.
The UConn five will be out after The defending Yankee Conference
their second win over the Black Bears champions lost only three men via
in as many starts this season. Maine graduation last June. Ronnie Bushwas overwhelmed by the Huskies dur- well, Gordon Ruddy, and Bob Dube
ing vacation, 124-92, at Storrs.
are missing from this year's roster.
Potent Club
When the Black Bears played the
Connecticut boasts one of the most UConns on Jan. 30, the Huskies broke
potent clubs in New England this four of their own records. (1) The
year. They were winners in the highest number of points made by a
Orange Bowl tournament during Connecticut team (formerly 117
Christmas vacation. The UConns are against Boston College);(2) the Yankee Conference high for one game
10-6 on the season.
(formerl
y 116 against Maine); (3)
It is in the height department that the
University field house record;
the Huskies have a most decided ad- (4)
vantage. Al Cooper stands a mere gamethe two team high for a single
six-feet 71
/
2 ins. Cooper was one of Al (216).
Cooper led the devastating
four rangy Freshman basketeers to Husky
make the varsity this fall. Others in- Schmidtattack with 30 points. Bill
(13), Bob Osborne (18),
clude Wayne Davis (6'5"), Larry Jim
O'Conno
r (19), and Frank Quinn
Doyle (6' 2"), and John Warren
also hit double figures. The
(6' 3"). They were the nucleus of a (11)
Connecticut floor goal average was
Frosh team that had a perfect 13-0 51
per cent.
record in '56.
Kosty

(Sports Editor)

ARE YOU AWARE THAT Maine will be gunning for its
244th basketball win Saturday? It's nothing but the truth. The
Black Bears are in their 40th hoop season, and have played 523
games. Two hundred and eighty of these tilts have been total losses.
An earth-shaking upset will be required if the Steiners are to post that 244th this weekend. Connecticut's
giant-sized Huskies splattered the Pale Blue, 124-92, at
Storrs last week, and broke every record save Tabby
Hunter's in the process.
The so-called "10 point advantage" held by home teams and
a peak performance by Hal Woodbury's troopers could result in
a good evening's entertainment. At any rate, Maine fans will have
an opportunity to see New England's top club in action.
The UConns are breathing comfortably in the Yankee Conference upper berth. The Greermen have three straight wins. Rhode
Island is second at 2-0, Vermont—ineligible for the YC crown beNO "DUD" is Coyne. The six
cause they do not play enough conference games—has two in the
foot
junior, second team All.
black and one in the red—the stunning loss to Maine early in the
season. Our Bears are tied with Massachusetts' sophomore club. Yankee Conference in 1956, has
powered the Maine forward line
Each has won one, lost two while a clawless New Hamsphire Wild- in
recent games. Coyne scored
cat has been shut out in four starts.
21 points against UConn last
Leads
Connecticut can win with plenty to spare for the
week.
(Photo by Raphael) Lose Only 3
NCAA.
Pete Kosty led the effective Maine
attack with 25 points. Dud Coyne
'ROUND AND 'ROUND—what a show Rudy Finderson
had 21, Keith Mahaney 18, and Dick
of Brandeis put on here Jan. 19. Red Rudy was all around like a
Libby 12. Reports from Connecticut
donut plunking off rebounds and dunking 'em right back in. Finsay that Maine played a good ball
derson netted 35 points—just four off Keith Mahaney's record set
game but just couldn't match the
in 1953-54—and had fun doing it. His sense of humor was very
UConn height. The Huskies outmuch in evidence.
rebounded the Bears 69 to 56.
The highly partisan crowd chanted aloud as Rudy went through
The next night at Rhode
the
a two-step and five bounce routine on the foul line. Finderson
Interfraternity basketball moves into the stretch Monday with Black Bears were definitely Island
off
form.
faked them out with a four bounce performance a couple of times. the opening of round-robin play between the five top teams of both The Rams trounced the Pale Blue
Incidentally, he found the target on 19 of 23 free throws.... Ma- the American and National Leagues.
100-60. Keith :Valiancy hit for 22
haney still has a chance to break Johnny Norris' per-game point Phi Gam (6-1), Beta (5-2), Kappa Roger Arsenault. Newhouse and and Ron Boynton dumped in 12 to
average of 23.2 in '52-53.
Uconn has beaten Maine 39 times Sig (5-2), Lambda Chi (4-3), Tau Ep Arsenault, members of last year's lead Maine scorers. A quartet of
in 44 tries—par for anybody's course....Maine Frosh back on a (4-3) are American League represen- Bear squad, have averaged 10.8 and Rhodies hit for twins. Madreperla.
Kohlesaat. Von Weyhe, and Marozzi
high school kick. They play Rockland Saturday, Brewer next Friday tatives with Phi Mu, only unbeaten 13.3 points respectively.
were
the high men. Von Weyhe was
team
fraternit
in
play
y
Martin
7-0,
at
Back
Phi
in preparation for MCI.... Oddly enough, the Freshmen downed
the game's high scorer with 31 points.
Eta
(6-1),
SAE
(5-2),
Phi
Kap
(4-3),
Bobo
Martin,
back
after
school
in
the four fraternity teams by almost the same score as last yearand Sigma Chi (3-4) entering from a two year absence, has fired in 65 It was Rhode Island's third straight
78-54 this, 74-57 last.
win after losing six of their first seven.
the National.
buckets from his center spot.
Dudley Coyne is beginning to hit with consistency. Dud aver- Lid Lifter
A spirited Kappa Sig crew
aged 18 a contest in '56. ... Watch the Interfraternity Round Robin Phi Gam and Beta will bump heads served notice that they could
be
which begins Monday. Should be a real geyser. We like Phi Mu in the round robin lidlifter Monday rough, upsetting highly favored
to win. ... Public address announcer should refrain from announc- at 7 p.m. Sigma Chi and SAE trade Phi Gam. 43-39, in a "pre-finals"
ing the number of personal fouls on individual ballplayers, unless hoops at the same time while at eight tilt. Bill Harvey dunked 14 sinthe player is exiting because of five fouls.
gletons to lead the surprise.
Ted Curtis' sophomore ski contingent performed creditably
Bill Suiter is Kappa Sig's best scoring bet. Bill has a 9.7 average.
in last weekend's Eastern Intercollegiate. Elliot Lang came home
Ed Buckley, Dick Irwin. and Pete
with the Skimeister trophy as the meet's outstanding individual.
Gillespie give Phi Eta a solid fron:All freshman baseball candidates are requested to
It's been a long week between line. The trio has accounted for
234
report to Coach Jim Butterfield Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in
Campuses, but a PLAYER OF points. The Etas have dropped but
Only the barest of threads prethe Memorial Gym. Candidates are requested to bring
THE WEEK has been chosen on one game, a close 63-56 decision to vented Maine from
capturing the
their class schedules if possible.
the basis of intramural basket- Phi Mu.
Eastern Intercollegiate Ski Chamball action from Jan. 7-17.
Depend On Fowler
pionship trials at Titcomb Slope,
WILL LEIGHTON, third floor
SAE will depend on the league's Farmington, last weekend.
LEADING INTRAMURAL
Corbett, becomes the fourth re- top marksman, Bob Fowler. for
punch The Bears bowed to Yale, 307.5 to
SCORERS
cipient of the award. Leighton and rebound strength. The six foot- 305.37, the Elis
overcoming an early
turned in a sparkling one-man eight giant has poured in 124 points- Maine lead to win.
FRATERNITY DIVISION
Ted Curtis' crew
performance against defending 17.7 per game. Fleet Bill Finch piled up a 187.82-1
82.86 margin on
(Five or more games)
Dorm champs, Newman Club, on (16.0) and Mike Jackonis (7.6) sup- the strength of their
showing in the
G. Pis. Av. Jan. 7.
port Fowler.
A full track menu will be Fowler, SAE
7 124 17.7
Leighton tallied 27 points—a
Lambda Chi. Beta, and TEP must
served Saturday at the Field- Curtis, Sigma Chi
7 93 13.3 season's high—with a brilliant be labelled
darkhorse threats with
Arsenault, Phi Mu
7 93 13.3 burst of dri%ing layuos and sets. Phi Kap and
house.
Sigma
Chi given only an
M.
Biscoe,
Phi
Kap
7 90 12.9
Maine's unbeaten indoor track team
Scoring is not a novelty for outside chance of copping the crown.
WANTED: One Sports-writer,
7 87 12.4 Will. He leads both the fratermatches spikes with New Hampshire Buckley, Phi Eta
In dorm circles, North Dorm 12. used or new—no
previous experiMareinis
s,
Sigma
Nu 7 87 12.4 nity and dorm divisions with an Off-Campus, Corbett 2
while the Frosh will attempt to proand Dunn 3 ence necessary. Chance for
am7 87 12.4 18.5 average in four league are bright lights.
long their win streak against Deering Lord, Beta
bitious Junior, Sophomore, or
Richards, Beta
High.
7 83 11.9 games.
The boys from Splinter Village Freshma
n interested in journalhave an impressive 4-0 mark to lead
Reverse Homecoming
DORM DIVISION
ism
and
a future on the Maine
the Red League.
For Coach Ed Styrna the New
p.m. Lambda Chi and Kappa Sig
(Three or more games)
Campus. Contact Don Cookson;
Hampshire meet will be a homecomOff-Campus and Corbett 2 are neck at the
Phi. Av. meet, and an improved TEP team
Campus office in Fernald
ing in reverse. Styrna was an out- Leighton, Corbett 3 G.
and neck in the White league with Hall
tangles
Phi
Eta.
with
In
the
9
p.m.
4
or dial 6-4421.
74 18.5
standing weightman at NH during Brown,
identical 3-0 marks. Dunn 3 is out
4 73 18.3 windup top-ranked Phi Mu plays Phi in front
his undergraduate days and performed Pickett, Corbett 4
in the Blue with four straight
Kap.
Newman
3 51 17.0
for veteran Wildcat coach Paul Sweet.
wins.
downhill and cross country events
Each team will play nine games,
Bastow, ND 12
4 66 16.5
Saturday.
He holds an edge over Sweet in Mooney, Off Campus 4
the
robin
winner
become
to
fra65 16.2
Yale Storms Back
the teacher-pupil battle—a 19-38 win
INTR.4
MURAL
SCHEDU
LE
ternity champions. Last year
Yale stormed back with wins in the
during the cross country season.
Monday-9 p.m., Cabins-ND
Phi Gam edged Phi Mu, 44-42
Focal Of Interest
7; Tuesday-7 p.m., Phi Gam- slalom, the slalom-downhill combined,
Bill Finch could set a new mark in in a torrid title battle.
and the jump to edge the Pale Blue.
Much of the focal interest will be the broad jump. Finch has been over The Fijis and Phi Mus must rank SAE; ND 6411111; 8—Sigm
Curtis praised his team highly,
centered on the pole-vault where the 23 feet, and posted a second in as the teams to beat again this year. Phi Eta; Beta-Kappa Sig;a Chi.
and
tieldhouse record-131
/
4 feet—may Knights of Columbus meet at Boston Their tussle on March 4 could be an Lambda Chi-Phi Kap; Phi 9— was especially pleased with the perMufall. Blond Bill Sohroeder and sopho- Jan. 19. Finch leaped 21 feet 10 important one.
TEP; Wednesday-7 p.m., Cor- formances of his sophomores.
"Gil Roderick, Elliot Lang, Johnny
more Dave Linekin have vaulted inches against some of the best broadHit hard by graduation. Phi Mu has bett 3-Dunn 2; Corbett 1-CabCorson,
Phil Gatz and Art Bennett
12' 9" this year. New Hampshire. al- jumpers in the Northeast.
a rebuilt club—rebuilt for speed and ins; 8—Off Campus-Hart 4:
were great, just great," said the
ways strong in the event, boasts a Field events begin at noon. with spearheaded by two former varsity ND 7-Oa
vetk; 9—Dunn 4-Corbett eran
Maine coach. "The whole team
pair of 13 foot vaulters.
running events to commence at 2 p.m. performers, George Newhouse and 2; Hart 1-ND
5.
i was great."

Round Robin Opens Monday
As Fraternities Hit Stretch

•
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Leighton Leader

Skiers Nipped
As Yale Rallies
In Easterns

Styrnamen Host
To Wildcats

Wanted:A Man

Page Eight

Fraternities List Officers
Phi Kappa Sigma has elected
Newly elected officers at Beta
the following new officers: RobTheta Pi fraternity include: Danert C. Fuehrer, president; Richiel Webster, president; Phillip
ard T. Seeord, first %ice president; Jacobson, lice president; Alan
James P. Callan, second vice
Merritt, treasurer; George Lord,
president; Robert F. McKown,
secretary; Damon Richards, social chairman.
treasurer.
Fraternity District Chief James
Arthur W. Wells, recording secDana %isited Maine's Beta Eta
retary.; Norman M. Descoteaux,
chapter Feb. 4.
corresponding secretary; Richard
I. Bryant, pledge trainer; Wendell E. Bragg, William D. HutchMasque Slates Tryouts
inson. sergeant at arms; and
"Oedipus The King" by Sophocles
Jerry- W. Vincent, social chairwill be the third Maine Masque
man.
Theatre production of the current
school year. Tryouts for the 25 parts
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity in the play, which will be presented
has elected the following new March 20, 21. 22, and 23. are to be
.officers:
held at the Little Theatre at 7 p.m.
Keenam, president; February 10 and 11.
Frank
Philip Marston, vice president;
The 500 year old play, considered
-Salvatore Cerro, secretary; Paul by many to be the most perfect trageWebber. treasurer; Bruce Hodg- dy ever written, will be directed by
man, ritualist; Richard Watson, James W. Barushok.
Although the Greeks used only men
social chairman; David Allen,
rush chairman; and George in their productions, the Masque will
include both men and women
Langbehn, pledge trainer.
These new officers will seme
for one year.
William Haney- has been elected president of Kappa Sigma
fraternity at the Urthersity.
Other new officers are: William Lynch, vice president; Philip Lebet, treasurer; Raymond
Lebel, assistant treasurer; N.
John Plainer, secretary; and
Courtland Perry, master of ceremonies.
The new officers will serve
Iwo semesters.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternit,
has elected the following new
officers: Richard Marshall, president; Frank Halik. 'ice president; William Lambert. recordSumner Sturtevant,
er; and
treasurer.
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Rushing Begins, Like To Help Out Hauck Is Hero
At Junior Prom?
600 Eligible
At Dorm Blaze
(Continued from Page One)
He stated further that "Aside from
the initiation fee, which is paid only
once, living and social expenses of
fraternity men and independents are
almost equal."
Social Functions
Dean Cooper, I.F.C. vice president
and a member of Delta Tau Delta,
offered a look at the social functions
of fraternities. One of his main points
brought out the fraternity ideal of
developing each man's interests and
social poise.
Dean of Men John Stewart closed
the meeting after a brief explanation
of the current I.F.C. Rushing Rules.
He also pointed out that in a national survey of colleges with from
10 to 20 fraternities, the University
of Maine system was honored with
third award.
This year's fraternity quotas are
as follows: Alpha Gamma Rho, 24
resident and 8 non-resident: Alpha
Tan Omega, 27-5; Beta Theta Pi,

All juniors interested in helping on the Junior Prom, scheduled for May 3 in Memorial t;:oni,
should contact one of the following cormtt ittee chairnien:

Robert McKowa, prom chairman, phone 6-4479; publicity,
Jane Thompson, 6-4492; decorations, Kathy Mellon. 6-4475; in%itations and chaperons, Lois
Perkins, 6-4492; programs and
tickets, William Eustis, 6-4463;
refreshments, William Sawyer,
6-4432; arrangements. Richard
Barter, 6-4402.

30-0: Delta Tau Delta. 22-2: Kappa
Sigma, 19-0; Lambda Chi Alpha,
17-1; Phi Eta Kappa, 23-2; Phi Gamma Delta, 19-6; Phi Kappa Sigma.
20-5; Phi Mu Delta, 18-4: Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, 19-5; Sigma Chi, 245; Sigma Nu, 23-10: Sigma Phi Epsilon. 26-0; Tau Epsilon Phi, 14-0;
Tau Kappa Epsilon, 12-0; and Theta
Chi, 30 resident and 3 non-resident

(Continued from Pare One)
In the first place the wind v.as
blosing away from the dormitory
area. Secondly there is an extra
wide space between North Dorm
15 and North Dorm 11 which is
nearest the burned building.
Since North Dormitory 13 has been
torn down there is actually the space
of two dorms between numbers 15
and 11.
Second Fire Of Year
The blaze came w-hen students were
in the middle of the first semester
final examination period. It was the
second fire of the academic year.
Theta Chi House burned last Nov.
In addition to President Hauck
other University personnel at the
scene included J. Carroll Dempsey.
superintendent of buildings and
grounds; Vernon C. Ellsmore, manager of men's and family housing;
John E. Stewart, dean of men; and
William C. Wells, manager of dormitories.

'cider
THERE
WHO'S ALWAYS
our
WHEN YOU TAKE
YOUR LUCKIES?
(SEE

)
PARAGRAPH AT ROW

More Cold Ahead
(Continued from Page One)
deep for people who like to do
handstands.
But despite the copious snowfalls
the snow itself was so light and so
low in water content that melted
down it amounted to only 1.96 inches
of precipitation. This volume was
2.47 inches below the normal for the
month.
Sunshine was abundant and averaged 20 per cent above normal. Instead of the usual 10 days of clear
skies there were 12.
Expresses Opinion
In an attempt to determine the accurac), of modern scientific devices
for probing the behavior of the elements, one member of the weather
forecasting fraternity was invited to
e\press an opinion.
Heavens! Such language!

SIT DOWN in the common room, take out your Luckies—
and who pops up to share the fun? None other than that
friendly, familiar figure. the Lounge Scrounge! He's a sly
guy, too; he knows which cigarettes taste best—and he
knows just who carries 'em. Luckies taste better to buyers
and borrowers—and no wonder! A Lucky is all cigarette
. . . nothing but fine, mild, good-tasting tobacco that's
TOASTED to taste even better. Light up a Lucky right now.
You'll say it's the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!
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TROJAN HORSE/
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Phony Pony
FARRIS HOTCHKISS.

Ca rt4
In AI

v,ASHINGTOAI 6 LEE

WHO KEEPS THE NAVY IN STITCHES/

"There
on which I
special assel
Third hour
The noted
plane at 6:30

Classified
Sailors' Tailors
ORONO Teen & Pre-Teen Class In
Ballroom Dancing. Every Wednesday. 5:45 p.m. At Odd Fellows Hall.
Josephine Shanley School of The
Dance (Member, National Association of Dance & Affiliated Artists).
Each Session—S1.00. Tel. 4700.

JOHN BRADY.

ROBERT LONG.

PRCvIDINCE COLLEGE

MISSISSIPPI SOUTHERN

STUDENTS! MAKE $25

WHAT DO YOU GET WHEN YOU
FORGET TO SHAVE/

.A1

CIGARETTES
The Mrs. Maine Well-Baby Polio
Clinic will hold the first of a series of
two clinics Feb. 9 at the Women's
Gym. Tne regular Well-Baby Clinic
will be held March 2 at Merrill Hall.
For appointments please contact Mary
Haade. R.N. So. Apts. 3-A. Phone
6-2118.

Vol. LV1.

Do you like to shirk work? Here's some easy money—
start Stickling! We'll pay $2.5 for every Stickler we
print—and for hundreds more that never get used.
Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word rhyming answers. Both words
must have the same number of syllables. (Don't do drawings.) Send
your Sticklers with your name, address, college and class to Happy-JoeLucky, Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

,

ill
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Luckles Taste Better
"IT'S TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER .. . CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER!
CAT. Co.

AMERICA'S LEADING
241
,
Cart ft/eareCreny/4
PRODUCT or (..k 4.41.44.

MANUFACTURER
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CIGARETTLS
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Peters Backs Possibility
Of Arson In Dorm Blaze

Number 16

247 Leave University
Dismiss 128
119 Drop Out

By Ed Damon
The possibility that the Jan. 27 fire in North Dormitory 15
might have been set was given added backing by Orono Fire Chief
Edward Peters Tuesday when he said that all outward factors
point
to arson.

"From all indications the fire was see how a fire could
By Jim Hombelton
start in a building
set." Peters said. "There were broken of that type."
College life ended for 247 Unipanes of glass in both the front door
The blaze. which caused an estiand a window in the side of the build- mated 51.000 damage
versit
y students during the past
, according to
ing that burned."
semester, according to figures reChief Peters, started at about 1.30
Boarding Removed
leased this week by the Regisa.m. Jan. 27 in a building used pri"In addition," Peters went on. "the marily for storage.
trar's office.
hoarding that was supposed to be
This is the greatest number to
oser all windows had been removed
leave
the University at midfrom the one that was broken. Somesemest
er
within at least four
body had been around the area and it
years. However, officials said
looked like someone had tried to get
that there had been no "crackin.
down" and no change of stan"It only took us five minutes to get
to the scene after the alarm was
dards.
turned in, so the boarding couldn't
Out of this total, 128 took the final
have been removed or the glass brotrip down Munson Road at the request
ken by the fire.
of the University because of academic
"It couldn't have been caused by
Approximately 1600 Univerfailure. The remaining 119 left at
combustion at this time of sear," he sity students will
different times and for different reareceive the first
said, "and there was no wiring in the inocul
sons—all on their own accord.
ations of infantile paralysis
building. The fuses were all taken
Cite Enrollment Increase
vaccin
e during the week of Feb.
out. This really makes it look as if
During the same period last year.
18
throu
gh
21,
Dean of Men
the thing were set."
202 students left-106 for academic
John E. Stewart said this week.
Hauck Relieved
failure. But officials pointed out that
The inoculations will be given each
University President, Dr. Arthur A.
the increased number means little by
Hauck, who had been a hero in clear- of these evenings from 6:30-8:30
itself since the University's enrollment
ing the immediate fire area of stu- p.m. at the college infirmary.
ON THE WAY OLT—The exit sign over the door has more
increased during the same time.
dents, said
haven't had any official Must Follow Schedule
than the usual significance for these two freshman students who
Highest drop-out rate—includreport on the cause of the fire. Of
were among 128 academic dismissals from the University at
Students are urged to follow the
ing withdrawals and dismissal—
end of the Fall semester. All together 247 students hese left the
course 1 am relieved that there wasn't time schedu
le in order to avoid dewas in technology which led
University for academic reasons or on their own since last the
more damage done."
Seplay or confusion. The schedule is as
tember
with 14.5 per cent for freshmen
.
Henry L. Doten, University busi(Photo
by
Raphae
l)
follows:
and 6.2 per cent for upperclassness manager, told the Campus "1
Feb. 18, 6:30 p.m., A-Br; 7:30,
• men. Dropout rate for
have no comment to make. As far as
the ColBr-Ci; 8:30, Ci-Det.
lege of Technology was up about
I'm concerned officially the cause was
Feb. 19. 6:30 p.m., Det-Fo; 7:30,
undetermined origin."
three per cent over last year.
Fo-Has; 8:30, Has-L.
Next highest college was Arts and
Doten said a state inspector from
Sciences with a 12.5 per cent dropout
the office of Joseph A. P. Flynn, Di- Feb. 20, 6:30 p.m.. L-Man; 7:30,
rate for freshmen and a 3.5 per cent
Man-O; 8:30, 0-R.
rector of state fire prevention and
rate for upperclassmen. About the
head of the state arson division, has Feb. 21, 6:30 p.m., R-Sm; 7:30,
Senator Irwin Hyman, Tau Epsilon Phi, may propose at a special same percentage of Art, and Science
Snt-Tr; 8:30, Tr-Z.
been here inspecting the matter.
meeti
ng of the General Student Senate next Wednesday night that freshmen left the University last year,
Studen
ts who have not signed up
Awaits Report
but the upperclass rate was up 1.5
drinki
ng be legalized at the University.
for
the
polio
shots
can
do
so
by ob"But 1 haven't seen him or heard
per cent over last sear.
from him." Doten said. "We probably taining cards at Dean Stewart or Hs man disclosed at the Senate meet- moderator. He has not been able to
School of Education
ins Tuesday night in the Union that. comment on problems before
won't hear anything until he makes Dean Wilson's offices.
the floor
"1
The School of Education lost a
have
been afraid to bring it up in because opinions can not be
his report to his boss, Mr. Flynn in
Students under 21 years of age,
aired
total
the
past.
of 30 students, or 12.6 per cent
but
I
feel
that
I
have
suffrom
Ailgusta."
the
who have not returned permission
chair,
of the freshman class and 2.3 per cent
Manager of Dormitorics William cards signed by parents or guardians, fizient hacking from students and
-In the future,
he wilt be able to of their upperclassmen.
The College
C. Wells concurred with Doten. but will not receive inoculations. This is faculty to make the proposal worth use the
great background he has on of Agriculture lost 43
discuss
ing
the
in
Senate.
**
student
:aided that "it seems awfully hard to in accordance with state law.
s-10.5
He urged fellow Senators to think esers proposal and thus will greatly per cent of the freshmen. and 4.1 per
expedit
e
the
disposi
tion
of each case." i
about and discuss the question with
(('ontinued on Page Eight)
their constituents so that at least thei
basic aspects of the proposal becomx
generally clear to the assembly.
Hyman's informal announcement
came during a Senate discussion on
coming proposals aimed at helping ths
campus community and sva) s of im"There's more to the South than Segregation" is the subject proving the Senate itself.
on which Pulitzer prize winner Nodding Carter will speak at a Collins Steps Down
special assembly in the Memorial Gym next Tuesday at 10 a.m.
At the meeting Senate Presiden:
By Bill Farley
Third hour classes will he canceled the Bangor airport hs the University's Reginald G. Collins annotuy-ed that
In a telephone interview late Monday
The noted journalist will arrive by Assistant to the President Charles E. Senate Vice PresdeIt William 0.
Interfraternity Council
plane at 6:30 p.m., and will be met at Crossland.
Farley would be moderator of the President Robert Worthing announced that thus far
no fraternity
meeting and of all future Senate meet- has been reported for an infraction of rushing
Dinner Guest
rules.
ings.
When questioned us to the validity into
Because of the late arrival Carter
any rumors of infraction,
Senator Richard Barter °penis of some rumors of infractions circuwill be Crossland's dinner guest in
Whether any house is now
praised
under inCollins
for the move stating lating on campus, Worthing said that
Bangor, thus forcing cancellation of
vestigation is still questionable
.
the journalism department's plan for that. "President Collins in the past he had not heard of any infractions.
See No Infractions
has been hampered by his position as No Comment
a dinner in Estabrooke hall.
A trip through fraternity row
Mon.
However, when he was asked day
Instead at 8 p.m. a reception
by Campus staff members
reveal
ed
whethe
r
any
house
is
at
ptesent
will be held for Carter in the
being nothing that would
seem to suggest
investigated for possible infraction he
Women's Lounge of the Memorian infraction of the rules.
Each fradeliberated and then answered. "No ternity
al Union. Journalism students
visited demonstrated consid
er‘omment."
and their guests will welcome the
able kindness and
At the very outset of Rushing the visiting Campu consideration for
Mississippi author and take part
s "staffers."
The Polities and Internatitttt al
eek wild rumors started reachin an informal discussion period.
In general the programs
Relations Club will sponsor a
have
big every corner of the campus.
Refreshments will be served.
consisted of smokers,
panel discussion on the Hungarsport
"Beer blasts," rushing in men's
movies, dinners, skits and
Carter will attend a noon luncheon ian Revolt tonight at 7:30 in the
record
dorms, as well as pre-rushing
dancing. This weekend. howev
with faculty members following the Louis, Oakes room of the Library.
er,
"visit
s"
to
houses
have beet: the
many houses arc going to
assembly Tuesday. at a faculty semigreater
Panelists will include George
subjec
of
t
many
quiet
conver
seexpense by hiring hands for
nar in Merrill Hall.
Billies. George Burak. Dr. John
big
lions.
parties.
The well-known editor excelled as Noble. Prof. Robert Thompson,
In order to keep abreast with deThe rushing season will close
a journalist in the service as well as and Walter Schoenberger. of the velopments during
Sunthe rushing period. day. Feb. 17. On
afterward. He was inducted with the history and government depart- the
Monday. Feb. 18,
I.F.C. Executive Council is meet- rushee% will
place their preferences on
Mississippi National Guard a year be- ment.
ing each afternoon to review any file with the
1.F.C. in the 1.ouis Oakes
RoddinIf C.arter
(Continued on Page Five)
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Trouble

GeneralStudentSenate May Get
Proposal For Legalized Drinking

Carter To Discuss South
In Address At University

IFC President Reports No
Rushing Rule Infractions

Panel Will Debate
Hungarian Revolt

Debate Council Schedules Public Best Dressed Girl Four Coeds Seek Queen's
To Be Named By
Debate On Senate February 19 Committee
Of Three Title At Winter Carnival
In an attempt to create more
interest in debate and to stimulate student interest in every-day
problems of the University, the
Maine Debate Council will present a public debate on the Student Senate at 4 p.m. Feb. 19 in
Memorial Union.
Richard Barter, Phi Kappa Sigma,
said that this is the first time that
the Maine Debate Council has sponsored such an activity.
Follow Other Schools
"Other schools have done this sort
of thing with a great deal of success."
Barter said. "We hope to get subjects
that will be really interesting to the
student body and then debate them
publically so that everyone will have
a chance to see both sides of the question."
The first topic will be on the powers
of the Senate Executive Board—
whether or not the powers should be
curbed. This same topic brought
down a storm of arguments when it
was considered by the Senate.

Senate Vice President William 0.
Farley who helped to defeat the motion when it was before the Student
Senate will again be on the negative
side—against the proposition. Working with Fancy will be James Hambelton, Campus editorial writer and
Newman club president.
Gene Carter, who spearheaded the
drive to curb the Senate executive
power, will play the same role again
arguing for the adoption of the motion. Ed Covey, Senator from Sigma
Chi, will line up with Carter on the
affirmative side.

Theta Chi Names Davis
Richard Davis was recentlyelected president of Theta Chi
fraternity for the coming year.
Other officers named include:
Paul Wheaton, vice president;
Morrill Swan, recording secretary; Thomas Hickey, treasurer;
Vern Howard, alumni secretary;
and Robert Tuttle, marshal.

MOTOROLA
(Leader in Electronics)

invites you
to interview for
positions in
•

•

•
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Four comely coeds will vie for the queenship of the annual
John A. Littlefield, Editor-in-chief
Carnival here Feb. 22, 23, and 24 and an equal number of'
Winter
of the Maine Campus, will head a
seek to be named King.
will
men
committee of three to select the best
Vying for the royal titles in campusdressed girl at the University.
Named by Glamour magazine as wide balloting next Thursday and Frichairman of the committee. Littlefield day will be Suzanne Dunn. Jolean W.
Ellen
has announced that Edwin H. Damon, Flint, Gayle E. Price, and Mary
Campus City Editor. and Murrie Mac- Sanborn, Queen hopefuls; and Herbert
Jones. Niles H.
Donald, a Campus reporter. will E. Elliott, Robert A.
and Fred C. Newhall, King
Nelson,
him.
with
serve
candidates.
Voting Hours
Work With Magazine
Voting hours will be from 8 a.m.
with
The three students will work
a.m.
the magazine in choosing the best to 5 p.m. Thursday and from 8
Library.
the
Friday
in
noon
12
to
dressed woman student at Maine. The
Carnival activities will begin with
nation-wide contest is being conductevents Friday afternoon.
intramural
ed to determine the 10 best dressed
For the women there will be snowwomen students at American univershoe obstacle races, ski dash races,
sities and colleges.
and novelty races.
The task of selecting individual
The men will compete in a ski dash,
campus choices will rest, for the most a relay race, and a novelty race.
part, with college newspaper editors
There will also be a combined
and staff members. However, under men's and women's novelty race.
terms of the contest as released by the These events will be held at the
magazine, campus-wide elections may Women's Athletic Field. Everyone is
be held to determine the individual invited to participate.
winners.
Cross Country Run
Final details for selection of Maine's
Also on Friday afternoon, Maine,
best dressed coed have not yet been Bates, Colby, Bowdoin, and the Uniworked out, Littlefield said early this versity of New Brunswick will have a
varsity cross country run.
week.
The Intramural Ball will be held
To Meet Shortly
Friday evening in Memorial Gym
The Editor reported that his com- with music by Gordie Howe and his
mittee will meet shortly to decide orchestra. Dress is semi-formal. Tickjust how Maine's best dressed coed ets may be obtained from the Intrawill be chosen.
mural Athletic Association representaThe nation's 10 best dressed women tives and the Physical Education
college students will be announced in Office.
the August issue of Glamour. Final
A skating party will be held Friday
selection of these coeds will be made night at the M.O.C. Cabin and the
movie "1 Remember Mama- will be
by the magazine editors.

shown at the Union.

Snow sculptures illustrating the
theme "Winter Molodies" will be
judged Saturday morning with the new
King and Queen assisting in judging.
More Ski Events
More intramural ski events will be
held on the ski slope Saturday morning.
Intramural and varsity jumping will
take place on the ski slope Saturday
afternoon with Maine hickoreymen
competing against Bates, Colby, Bowdoin, and the University of New
Brunswick.
"Snow Lodge Follies," with campus
Mayor Ron Hurd as Master of Ceremonies. will be held in the Memorial
Union Saturday afternoon. There will
be singing, dancing, jazz, and comedy
acts.
Among those featured at the variety
show will be Vern Howard. Suzanne
Dunn and Lois Perkins. Wes Dyer,
and Dan Stevens and Mel Tukey.
Skit Night
Saturday night is fraternity skit
night with Bruce Arnold as M. C.
Skit and Snow Sculpture awards will
be presented and a ski tog dance will
follow the skits.
Dick Kelso with an 11 piece band
will wind up week end activities with
a jam session Sunday afternoon in the
Union.
The Claude Noel trio which was
formerly with Terry Gibbs and Buddy
Rich will also highlight the final entertainment.

FREESE'S 11EIS SHOPS
MAIN STREET

BANGOR, MAINE

Headquarters
FOR ARROW PRODUCTS

PHOENIX, ARIZ.

RIVERSIDE, CALIF.
sites.
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will be on your campus

This Arrow ST:ire sports a pattern with decided
freshness. Black on white available in three different
sized plaids. New medium-spread collar has buttondown front plus button at back. Exact sleeve length.
(This same shirt is also available in White Tartan
—six new miniature plaids.) Arrow Squire,
"Sanforized" gingham, $5.95.
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Rushing Takes Over Star Attraction Role On Campus
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By Joyce-marie Crockett

Following the Follies, Nat Diamond
The star attraction on campus and his band furnished dance music.
turned from sports to fraternity rush- Walter Pereyra and C. Tom Yun
ing during the past week and the were in charge of the affair and Mr.
campus focal point moved toward and Mrs. Walter Schoenberger and
Mrs. Mary Pray chaperoned.
"Fraternity Row."
Record dances were held at Alpha
Freshman men, for 10 days, are
Tau
Omega this weekend. Arthur
being regally accepted into any house
of their choosing and are always able Mayo w as in charge of arrangements
to find some sort of entertainment and Capt. and Mrs. J. W. Park and
awaiting them, whether it be a "jam Mrs. Helen Meeks were the chapsession" or informal smoker with the erons.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Sprague
brothers and pledges.
and
Mrs. Eselyn Calkins chaperoned
An always-enjoyable costume party
was held at Sigma Nu Friday evening a dance at Beta Theta Pi Friday evewith Mr. and Mrs. Henry Allen and ning. George McArty was in charge.
Dash! Johnson was in charge of
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Weeks chaperthe
band dances and French Party on
oning. On Sunday, a movie was
shown and Mr. and Mrs. J. Calkins Friday and Saturday evenings at Delserved as chaperons. Peter lbold was ta Tau Delta. The "French Party" on
Friday was chaperoned by Mr. and
in charge of the weekend.
The late permission "Hobo Party" Mrs. Howard Ke,o, Mr. and Mrs.
was held at Phi Kappa Sigma Friday Cecil Howes. and Mrs. Marion
Typical of the many social events sponsored by University
with Jerry Vincent in charge. Mr. Barron.
fraternities during the annual rushing period was this gala party
Tau Epsilon Phi held a record
and Mrs. D. W. Trafford and Mrs.
held last iseckend at one of the 17 houses on campus. More simiIsabel Gatchell chaperoned. On Sat- dance Friday, a dance Saturday, and
lar events await freshinen, fraternity brothers and their dates this
weekend.
urday. Robert Chase and William a movie on Sunday afternoon with
(Photo by Raphael)
Hutchinson arranged a party with Murray Simons in charge of arrangeMr. and Mrs. J. W. Nichols as chap- ments. Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Pruigh,
Mr. and Mrs. George Billies, Mr. lotte Gradie were chaperons. At the Valentine dance Sunday, Feb.
erons.
17, at
and Mrs. Robert Phelps. and Mr. jam session on Sunday afternoon, Newman Hall. Recorded music
will
A dance, with Lloyd Raffnel and and Mrs. George
Kish chaperoned Dick Kelso and his band rendered be played beginning at 8 p.m. and
his band furnishing the music, was the the different affairs.
"Dixie Land- music. Tom Stover refreshments will be served.
highlight of the Phi Mu Delta weekwas in charge and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr.
Mrs.
and
R.
A.
Struchtemey
er
end. Blynn McIntire was in charge
Alpha Omicron Pi initiated three
and Mrs. Winifred M. McLean were Robert Chase chaperoned.
of arrangements and Mr. and Mrs.
new members Sunday. They are Sally
the chaperons at the costume party
The Cana Club of Our Lady of Kyle, Joan Wales, and Mary WesW. A. Leonard and Mrs. Madeline
at Tau Kappa Epsilon Friday evening Wisdom Chapel will
hold a Saint ton.
Crafts were chaperons.
and Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Freeman and
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Bailey and
Mrs. McLean chaperoned the record
Mrs. Lesley Sprague chaperoned at
party Saturday evening. David 0.
The dance at Lambda Chi Alpha FriCobb was in charge of the affairs.
day evening. Oscar Brown's orchesTheta Chi held a band dance at
tra rendered dance music. Saturday
North Estabrooke Hall on Saturday
evening. Dale Whitney and his band
played for another get-together with evening with Dick Cloutier and his
Mrs. Lesley Sprague and Mr. and group furnishing music for dancing.
Mrs. George Lord as chaperons. Vernon Howard was in charge and
Dasid Allen was in charge of the Mr. and Mrs. Robert York and Mr.
and Mrs. George Manlove were
weekend.
Richard Irvin was in charge of ar- chaperons.
David Rand was in charge of the
rangements for the Phi Eta Kappa
dance Friday. Mr. and Mrs. John vie dance at Phi Gamma Delta Friday
Murray and Mrs. Cook chaperoned. evening. Mr. and Mrs. John Hawkins
will be on campus
A vie dance and a hayride were and Mrs. Martha Tate were chapthe two highlights at Alpha Gammalerons.
Rho this weekend. Ralph Gallagher
Ten gallon hats, six-shooters and
MONDAY and TUESDAY
was in charge of affairs and Mr. and high boots donned Sigma Alpha
EpMrs. Bruce Poulton, Mr. and Mrs. silon Friday evening as their "Wild
Richard Saunders, and Mrs. Ger- West Party- got underway. Lewis
FEBRUARY 18 and 19
trude Hinkley served as chaperons. Pearson and his band furnished
dance
The well-known "Sig Follies" were music and Jack Toomey was in
held at Sigma Chi Friday evening charge of arrangements. Mr. and
to inters iew
with the brothers acting in the skits. Mrs. H. C. Dickey and Mrs. Char-

PINNED: Nancy Peters to Everett
Cowen, Alpha Gamma Rho; Janet
Higgins to Bud Nolan, Phi Mu Delta; Jeanette LeClair to Cal Bickford,
Phi Mu Delta; Terry Hibbard to
Jack Pruit, Phi Mu Delta; Gail
Thompson of New Jersey to Peter
Thompson, Phi Mu Delta; Dorothy
Jepson of Lewiston to Norman Paquette, Kappa Sigma; Martha McKie
to John Hoyt, Sigma Alpha Epsilon;
Patricia Friberg of Barre, Vt. to
George Karnedy, Sigma Chi; Michaella Manning of Brockton, Mass. to
Art D'Eliah, Delta Tau Delete.
ENGAGED: Nancy Getchell to
Donald Mairs; Carolyn Bray to
Ronny Pease, Phi Mu Delta; Janet
Lanteigne to Peter Peppin, Phi Mu
Delta; Judy Bailey to William McCarty, Phi Mu Delta; Nancy Cross
to Robert Worthing, Beta Theta Pi;
Judith Dale to Walter MacDougall;
Donna Cyr to Leith Wadleigh, Sigma
Phi Epsilon; Dorritt Colbert to Robert Cutter, Sigma Phi Epsilon; Panicle Thompson to Robert Hosking,
Sigma Phi Epsilon.
MARRIED: Linda Brooks to Robert Simmons, Sigma Phi Epsilon;
Frances Altomars of Brooklyn, N. Y.
to Robert Sais, Sigma Phi Epsilon;
Edith halt of Andover to William
Helm.

Connecticut General's
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Management Training Program
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lifferent
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HE-MAN DREW

Sales Management

Rich man of the campus was Danny Drew
Because of hi wonderful chest tattoo—
A beautiful lady exquisitely etched—
When he flexed his muscles she got up and stretched
His buddies all gave him their hard-earned dough
For the pleasure of watching
his pectoral show.

See your Placement Director for further information about a career %%ith
Connecticut General. When you do, make a date to discuss your future
with our representative. Connecticut General Life Insurance Company.

MORAL: Accept no substitute for real
enjoyment. Take your pleasure BIG.
Smoke Chesterfield and smoke for real.
Made better by ACCU•RAY,it's the
emoothest tasting smoke today.

Hartford.
P.S. Job offers are made to qualified college men reuardless of
their militar, status.

Smoke for real ... smok• Chesterfield
$50 for every philosophical verse accepted for
publication. Chesterfield, P.O. Box 21, New York 46, N.Y
0 Liesset•Myers 'rotate° Co.
•••
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Tea Room
Cautions Prism Staff
By Ed Damon
The difference between a conviction and a prejudice is that you can
explain a conviction without getting angry. (Unknown.)
It is perhaps somewhat late to discuss the distribution of the '57 Prism
last spring. However, such gross inefficiency was in evidence that the
matter needs to be brought to light
in order to prevent a similar fiasco
from happening this year, indeed ever
again.
To begin with, there were only 100
yearbooks passed out each day. As
if this in itself were not bad enough
there was no system with any semblance of rhyme or reason.
To be short and to the point there
was no system at all.
Prisms were not handed out on a
first come first served basis. Instead
they were given out in helter-skelter
fashion with as many as six books
being given to one person.
The only criteria necessary to get
a yearbook was an ID card. Therefore. the "smart set" merely gave their
ID card to a buddy near the front of
the line and avoided standing in line
themselves.
Those who waited in line—and
there were those who stood in line
as many as three times before they
were finally successful—received no
more satisfaction than "come back
tomorrow."
As if this were not bad enough,

1957

Wants Pen Pals

To the Editor:
Please excuse me to trouble you
there was no attempt to keep a single
your worthful time for daily works,
at
line. At times it appeared as though
I am very eager to start contacts
but
the line was as wide as it was long;
your good readers, which I can
with
and the line stretched from the vault
evade out of my heart in these
hardly
in the administration building to the
days.
Bookstore.
I have very keen desire to exchange
Line jumpers were in abundance,
with American students. And
letters
needless to say.
reason why I am writing
Those in charge of the distribution this is the
you now.
to
letter
this
not only showed a complete lack of
I have been reading the English
competency, but failed utterly to even
named "Japanese Times,"
give out all the books to students be- newspaper
and it has given us the name and adfore they left for the summer.
paper. Here are
Many simply could not wait around dress of your good
so many students in Japan, of course
and headed for home with disgust.
are particularly
Obviously something must be done in our school, who
life and deAmerican
in
interested
and
complete
a
such
that
to assure
you.
with
letters
exchange
to
sire
ridiculous failure never again occurs.
that the
conviction
strong
my
is
It
Prisms
that
suggested
It has been
peace lies in underbe distributed at more than one place. only sure road to
and ideologies, the
ideals
the
standing
the
library,
Union,
For example. the
the customs and
dreams,
and
hopes
or the mall (in good weather) would
of other lands.
peoples
the
of
culture
of
places
Additional
be convenient.
there is no
that
believe
further
I
distribution would help to cut down
this goal than
at
arrive
to
way
better
lengthy lines.
by correspondence between the youth
It has also been suggested that year- of different nations.
books be given out in the dormitories.
This letter—poor that it is—was
thereby greatly reducing the number written with the afore mentioned
to be distributed at other points.
ideals in mind.
Another possibility would have
Please introduce me to your school
Juniors receiving their Prisms at a dif- boy.
ferent time and place.
Expecting your cordial attention on
Whether or not any of these ideas this note.
are followed, something needs to be
Your very truly,
done to correct a very decidedly poor
Tuneyo Morikage
situation. Let's hope this year's comHere is my little introduction:
mittee has a little more on the ball
My name: Tuneyo Monikage
than their '57 counterparts.
Sex and age: man. 19 years old
Hobbies: Reading. music, tennis,
baseball, etc.
Address: 458 Nakahozumi
Ibaraki—city
Aska. Japan

The "migration" of 128 students from the University for
academic reasons at the end of the Fall semester raises certain
interesting points.
The loss of these students, in view of the effect upon themselves as well as the University, has rather significant implications, we feel.
University officials generally believe that if these students,
or at least many of them, had sought help or worked more closely with their instructors and advisors they would be here today.
Dean Joseph M. Murray, of the College of Arts and Sciences,
told a Campus editor this week, in fact, that nearly half of the
students dropped from A & S might still be attending the University if they had obtained such help.
Dean Murray and others in positions similar to his, contend, however, that it is primarily the duty of the student to seek
out the help he needs. They seem to feel that by the time a
student reaches college he is mature enough to recognize the
need for help and that after realizing the situation he will seek
such help.
But v.e might answer back to this, do students who are in
such situations, even though sufficiently mature, or in fact do
adults out of college who face similar situations in life respond in
such a fashion? Certainly some do. but then again there are
many who do not.
How often have concerns failed or an important business
deal floundered because of just such an attitude, the old American attitude of do it yourself, the feeling of personal pride?
Perhaps we should not encourage such an attitude, yet we
must recognize that it exists, and that it has existed since the
early development and founding of our country.
Is this attitude being overlooked here at the University?
We feel that perhaps it is, at least to some degree.
Many students, especially freshmen, who receive an E on
their first prelim in a course, shrug it off with some concern, yet
the feeling that I can do better next time. In some instances they
do better, in others they don't.
The entire crux of the matter seems to rest in the individual
student. Perhaps if there was a more effective guidance system
the trip were most favorable.
in operation at the University, particularly with emphasis on adIt was the first time he. his wife.
By John Littlefield
visors, this problem could be corrected.
Chasse had visited the organizaor
We do not intend to condemn advisors in general at the
The secondary worker element at the United Nations, which tion and during their three day stay
University or the thinking of college deans and other officials corresponds to U. S. Civil Service employees, should be improved.
they found plenty of time to inspect
who handle dismissal cases and academic problems.
the workings of the U.N.
This is the opinion of Augustus Egyptian Question
Well Planned
We recognize that these people spend hours, especially at "Gus" Gregory, University senior
The Egyptian question was the subGregory said he thought the world
the end of each semester, investigating individual drop cases. business major, who has recently re- ject of discussion when the students
was well planned, alorganization
so
improved
was
system
in
U.N.
advisor
turned from a visit to the
But we might suggest that if the
visited the General Assembly. Greg- though the U.N. itself is in a liquid
City.
York
stuNew
their
with
contact
more
have
could
that individual advisors
ory was particularly impressed with state at the moment.
the great interest all delegates, particdent advisees, the great amount of time required to handle dis- Vacation Visit
The building itself thoroughly imGregory, his wife Joan. and Roland ularly those participating in the dereduced.
be
could
semester
every
of
end
the
at
cases
missal
the business student. "It's the
pressed
F. Chasse, a junior chemical engineerThen again we might suggest more careful screening of ing student at the University, toured bate, had in the matter.
best building. construction-wise, I've
ever seen," was his enthusiastic comThe visiting group also met
advisors and more careful placement of students with advisors. the world organization during the
ment on the giant structure.
several prominent U. N. officials,
Although we repeat that for the most part advisors at Maine are between-semesters vacation.
various
delegaof
The idea behind the U.N. also
representatives
From the visit Gregory gained the
doing a competent job, it is recognized by many students as well
Gregory who called
impressed
tions.
United
the
at
that
workers
impression
as some University officials and people outside the University
of
"wonderful."
overall
impressions
it
Gregory's
that there are some who are not particularly qualified for such Nations below the representative level have little interest in their work
work.
in and in the work of the United NaAlso in many cases a student is placed with an advisor who tions itself.
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
by Dick Bibldr
is unfamiliar with his particular course or interests and therefore
The business students said,
"These are the people whom you
although perhaps a good advisor to some students, he max' not
meet when you visit the building
be particularly good for this individual.
it seems important that the
and
disstudent
for
blame
the
lay
to
We are not attempting
should have the interest in the
to
attempting
are
Nor
we
advisors.
University's
the
missals upon
.N. which the representatives
criticise the way individual drop cases are handled by the Uniand delegates hold."
versity.
Gregory said he felt something
In some cases it must me recognized, students who enter the should be done to improve this situUniversity are not really qualified to do college work or in other ation.
The University students and Mrs.
instances to face the reality of college living.
Gregory
toured the United Nations
What we have attempted to do is to point out certain areas
a student tour sponsored
of
part
as
.1 • saktv_sis in the
t
where there does seem to be
by the American Friend's Society.
college guidance set up. Our suggestions tor corrzcting such a Open To All
situation may not be the answer, but nevertheless the situation
The tour was open to all students
interested, and membership in the
seems to exist and should be corrected.
We trust the University recognizes this problem and will Friend's society was not a requirefollow through on any plans or suggestions they may have to ment.
Making the tour in addition to the
correct it.
Maine "Delegation" were students
J. A. L.

VA/ /Zeraiti
Sees Need For Improvement

The Maine Campus
Ispbthhed Tbor.d•rs during Ms college year by students of the 1 nivervtft
fy main, 4,0,eripsinn rate—S1.1111 per semester. 1.neal adserlisIng rute-74e per
troilism Inch. licliforial amid binder= °Aires 4 Fernald HAM Telephone 11.teaskvs
1412. Member Associated Collegiate Prem. Represented for national sayertistaa
Natioarl Advertising Service Inc., College Pub/fiber's Representative, 4211 ‘ladims
Am, New York 17, N. Y. Emered Si woad Class Mafter at tbe PON( (Mk!.
Orme. Me.

John A. Littlefield
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
II Maxwell Burry, Jr.
BUSINESS MANAGER
DEPARTMENT EDITORS—City Editor, Edwin H. Damon; Editorial Page Editor, James R. Hambleton; Make-up Editor, Joseph J.
Lorfano; Sports Editor, Donald E. Cookson; Society Editor. Joycemade Crockett.

from Germany, Turkey, Tanganyika,
two from MIT, two from Yale, one
from Smith and three other students
from other colleges in the New England area.
The tour included visits to
several council meetings as well
as to the United Nations Assemblies.
The group attended a meeting of
the Trusteeship Council which was
discussing the return of former German territories to a free area status.
The Human Rights council Was
also included on the tour.
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Renovations At BalentinefWilliamChisholm Anna Russell To Appear Here
Named Trustee
In Second Of Concert Series
Hall, Library Underway

trouble you
T daily works,
start contacts
, which I can
heart in these

By Maroon George
Renovation of Balentine Hall and completion of a section
of the University library are now underway.
Balentine Hall, which was built in
1914, is now being renovated to proide dormitory girls with more modern facilities, according to William
C. Wells, director of dormitories. An
expenditure for this work of $100,000
was allocated by the University Trustees last spring.
Girls Move
During the past week more than
a hundred Balentine girls moved to
North Stodder, Chadbourne basement, and Estabrooke Hall. These
quarters will provide them with a
temporary residence until their dormitory is completed in Sept.
Included among the renovations
are: the modernization of toilet
rooms, a complete change in the
heating and plumbing system, and
installations of new clothes closets
which are similar to the ones in Stodder Hall.
The office and suite of the
House Director and the post office, now located at the North
end of the building will be moved
to the South end. The North end
will be utilized for showers and
toilet rooms.
The old dining room, and kitchen
will be remodeled to include three
meeting rooms, a kitchenette, and a
toilet room. It is anticipated that
sororities will make use of these quarters.
The basement will be renovated to
include a kitchen, toilet area, trunk
storage space, and meeting rooms.
Safety Precautions
For safety precautions, many bedrooms which are inaccessible to fire
escapes will be converted to storage
space. Wells said, that if finances
permit, minor repairs such as wall
painting will also be undertaken.
The section of the Library which
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was left unfinished at the opening of
the building in 1947 is now being
completed to provide additional study
room. A total of $50,000 for these
improvements was allocated by the
Trustees.
The area under renovation in
the center portion of the south
side of the building has been di.
sided into two levels with the
addition of a new concrete floor.
The lower section provides space
for the fourth tier of stacks and includes 2,650 three-foot shelves. Besides the new shelf space, the lower
level will also have 22 study carrels,
or stalls, for the use of graduate students and faculty members.
New Study Room
A new study room is being installed
on the second level. Entrance to this
room will be made from the hallway
on the second floor. Louis T. Ibbotson, University librarian, said that
this room will provide much needed
accommodations for students who
come to the Library to study their
textbooks and will relieve overcrowding at certain periods in the other
reading rooms designed primarily
for the use of Library books.
Floyd Melvin, Bangor. is general
contractor for the renovations. The
Virginia Metal Products Company is
supplying the steel for the Library
stacks.

B

William H. Chisholm of Portland
and Rumford has been appointed by
Gov. Edmund S. Muskie as a trustee
for the University. He will fill a vacancy left by the resignation of
George Scarce.
Chisholm, President of the Oxford
Paper Company, Rumford, was born
in New York City April 24, 1917.
He attended St. Paul's School in
Concord, New Hampshire, and was
graduated from Yale University with
a B.A. degree in 1940.
On November 1, 1940, he became
affiliated with the Oxford Paper Company. From 1942-1945, he served as
a member of the U. S. Navy Reserve.
During this period he was promoted
to Lieut.
Elected President
From 1950-1956, Chisholm was
vice president and director of the Oxford Paper company and its subsidiaries. On April 12, 1956 he was
elected President of the Oxford Paper
company and its subsidiaries.
Chisholm is also president and director, Rumford Light Company:

The second program in the
University's 1956-57 Concert
Series will feature internationally
known concert comedienne and
musical satirist, Anna Russell.

pear here Feb. 27.
London Native

A native of London, England, she
studied voice, composition, piano and
'cello at the Royal College of Music
Prof. Lewis H. Niven, head of the in that city.
University's department of music, and
It became evident almost from her
Concert Series chairman, has anfirst concert appearance, presenting
nounced that Miss Russell will apserious music, that she had a rare
talent for making people laugh. Since
that time she has been considered a
musical comedienne.

Carter Will Speak

She made her debut at Town Hall
in New York City in 1948, and has
fore Pearl Harbor.
given a concert there each year to
Became Editor
"standing room only" audiences.
Following a period of work with Use I.D. Cards
the Army Bureau of Public Relations
University students will be admitin Washington, D. C., in 1940 and
to this concert by use of their I.D.
ted
1941, he became editor of the Middle
East editions of Stars and Stripes and cards. A limited number of general
Yank, with headquarters in Cairo, admission tickets are on sale, or reservations may be made at the music
Egypt.
department, Carnegie Hall.
He retired from the Army in 1945
The concert will be given in Meas a major, and was awarded the War
morial Gym beginning at 8:15 p.m.
Department Citation in 1946.
(Continued from Pose One)

A Campus-to-Career Case History

I J 0
HOUSE OF HITS U
Fri., Sat., Sun., Mon.
Feb. 15-16-17-18
SUSAN HAYWARD
KIRK DOUGLAS
— in —

Slate Fashion Show "TOP SECRET
"Fashion's Stars for Spring"
sill he the theme of the SimplicAFFAIR"
ity Fashion Show sponsored by

thoroughly imudent. "It's the
ction-wise, I've
ithusiastic cornructure.
the U.N. also
who called

the Home Economics Club Feb.
20 at 8 p.m. in the Main Lounge.
Union.
Everyone is invited to attend.
No admission will be charged.

ck Biblir
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5TRPN D
ORONO
Feb. 13-14, Wed.& Thurs.
Double Feature
"STAGE COACII TO FURY"
6:30-9:28
Very Good Drama with
Forest I ticker. Mari Blanchard
Also
"THE UNGUARDED
MOMENTS"
7:53
Good Colored Drama with
George Nadar, Esther Williams
Fri. & Sat., Feb. 15-16
"YOU CAN'T RUN AWAY
FROM IT"
Very Good C. Scope Comedy
with
June Allyson. Jack Eamon
2:30-6:30-8:26
Sun., Mon., Tue.,.
Feb. 17-18-19
"THE KING AND FOUR
QUEENS"
Very Good C. Scope Drama
with
Clark Gable, Eleanor Parker
3:00-6:30-8:30
Oa

Wed.& Thurs., Feb. 20-21
"DIAL •M' FOR MURDER"
Excellent Mystery with
Ray Milland. Grace Kell!.
6:30_8:'9

They're Tremendous Together.
The Girl of "I'll Cry
Tomorrow" and the
"Best Actor of the Year"
Tues., Wed., Thur.
VAN JOHNSON
ANN BLYTH
in "SLANDER"

BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE
Main St.—Tel. 5380
• TODAY and FRI. •
(2 First Run Features)
RORY CALHOUN
in "UTAH BLAINE"
— Also —
"CHACHACHA BOOM"
with Perez Prado
• SAT. thru THUR. •
JOHN WAYNE
in "WINGS OF EAGLES"
with
DAN DAILEY
MAUREEN O'HARA
WARD BOND
— Directed by
JOHN FORD

Manager Joseph S. Manning discusses a customer service
request with °Ike Supervisor Catherine Hazleton.

"Like having your own $3,000,000 business"
Joseph S. Manning graduated in 1950
from Wesleyan University with a B.A. degree and a major in Bio-Chemistry. But
chemistry, he decided. was not to be his
career. He became intrigued, instead. by
the opportunities in the telephone business, and joined New York Telephone
Company in 1951.
Today Joe Manning is Business Office
Manager in l'arkchester, Bronx. New
York. In this position he is responsible
for about 27.000 telephone accounts
which bill some $250.000 a month. 35
people ‘vork under him.
"It's like having your own S3.000.000
business.- Joe says."And it's pretty much

an independent operation, which I enjoy.
I'm in charge of all business office functions, and of personnel training and development. I also spend a lot of time out
with my customers. making sure that they
ha% e the telephone service they want and
need. It's an absorbing job.
"The phenomenal growth of the business is one of the reasons why advancement opportunities are so good in the
telephone company. Since 1943, for example. the number of telephones in our
area has almost tripled. Growth such as
this, going on all over the country, makes
the telephone business especially attractive to anyone seeking a career with a
future."

Bell Telephone Companies offer many interesting
career opportunities, as do Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Western Electric and Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer has more information about all Bell System Companies.

SELL
TELEPHONE
SYSTEM
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High Schools
To Debate Here

This Week At The Union

The Ninth Annual Maine High
School Debate Tournament will
take place here tomorrow and
Saturday. Feb. 15 and 16
A total of 22 high schools from
Maine and New Hampshire have entered the tourney.
The debate question is: Resolved:
That the Federal Government Should
Sustain the Prices of Major Agricultural Products At Not Less Than 90q
Parity. Each team will have 2 speakers who will debate both sides of the
proposition.
Schools Entered
High schools entered are: Orono.
Bar Harbor, Laconia (N.H.). Bucksport. Winslow, Old Town, St. Domi.nic. Crosby, Camden, Edward Little,
Bangor. John Bapst, Falmouth, HolJerness School (N.H.), Portland,
Cheverus. Waterville, Brewer. Lincoln Academy, Cony, Lawrence, and
Houlton.
From these high schools, 41 varsity
and 32 novice teams will debate.

"GIVE IT HERE"—Thurlow Cooper, Maine's rugged center,
may be thinking just that as he struggles for a loose ball in last Saturday's clash with Connecticut. Pete Kosty at right offers his assistance. while Walt Davis, left, and Don Burns of the visitors try to
wrest the sphere from Cooper's clutches. Keith Mahaney (24)
looks on from the rear.
(Photo by Raphael)

DON'T MISS THIS GREAT EVENT!

BANGOR MID - WINTER
4,44

Friday, Feb. 15
Maine Debate Tourney, Bangor,
1-2:30 p.m.
General Motors, Norton Company,
Lown.9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Choral Group, Hillel, Bumps, 4-5 p.m.
AOPi. FFA,4:30-6:30 p.m.
State Mutual, Totman,9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Federal Products, 1912, 9 a.m.6 p.m.
Alumni Council, Davis, 3:30 p.m.5:30 p.m.
Maine Debate Tourney, Main Lounge,
9-11 p.m.
Maine Debate Registration, Lobby,
11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 16
Movies, Bangor,7 and 9 p.m.
Square Dance, Main Lounge,8 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 17
PanHell, Women's Lounge,7-10 p.m.
Concert, Main Lounge,4 p.m.
Monday, Feb. 18
Raytheon, Lown,9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Royal Typewriter, Aetna, Connecticut General, Lown, 11 a.m.-6 p.m.
Chi Omega. FFA,7-10 p.m.
Theta Chi, Totman,6:30 p.m.
Department of Journalism Reception,
Women's Lounge, 7:30-11 p.m.
Tuesday,Feb. 19
Noontime. movie, Bangor, 12:30-1
p.m.
Westinghouse, Lown,9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Philosophy Club, Lown,7-10 p.m.
WSGA,Bumps,7-10 p.m.
Debate Council, Bumps,4:10-5:30
p.m.

ASAE,FFA,7-10 p.m.
Connecticut General, FFA,9 a.m.6 p.m.
1VCF,Totman,6:45-8 p.m.
MOC. Davis, 7-8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 20
Hamilton Standard, Lown. 9 a.m.6 p.m.
Sears, Roebuck, Kreisge, Sunbeam
Corporation, ASME,Lown, All
Day
AOPi, FFA,6:30-8 p.m.
Westinghouse, FFA,9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Home Economics Fashion Show,
1912. 5-9:30 p.m.
Junior Class executive committee,
Davis, 8:30-9:30 p.m.
Home Economics Fashion Show,
Main Lounge, 5-9:30 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 21
Noontime movie, Bangor. 12:301 p.m.
Stanley Works, Lown.9 a.m.-6 p.m.
American Insurance, Federal
Reserve, Lown,9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Faculty Octette, Totman, 4-5:30 p.m.
Poetry Hour, Women's Lounge, 4p.m.
Thursday Club, Main Lounge,7 p.m.
*

4

The movie at the Union this
weekend will be "City Across the
River" starring Tony Curtis and
Barbara Whiting. This is a realistic story of kid gangs who roam
the big city streets as seen
through the eyes of one youngster.

IIILLSON ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
For the week of Feb. 11
To

BILL SCHROEDER
SHOP

FREESE'S

For his record-breaking pole vault
performance Saturday

FOR WONDERFUL
VALUES

The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 Personal Cleaning Service
Absolutely Free
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SIR WALTER RALEIGH'S
BLEND OF CHOICE XENTUC.KY
BURLEYS IS EXTRA-AGED TO
GUARD AGAINST TONGUE BITE

UNBREAKABLE
PLASTIC!
2'1-P E
PIPE erREILE.T.
JUST WRITE TO
SIR WALTER
RALEIGH,
DEPT.
LOUISVILLE,KY.

Grooms your hair while it treats your
scalp. Controls loose dandruff. 1.00
I
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'THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS ONCE"...
deer mr Woodbury,
I may bee a country boy, butt i reed a lot about basketball and
like it very much what i reed.
until this hear year i had never scene a reel game so me and
Angus—that's my kid brother—decided to take in a few kontests
this winter, wee seen every home game that Maine has played
this year and wee still are knot sure that what we have seen wuz
basketball.
are you sure that feethall season is over? wee ain't,
cuz it seems like Maine boys is always trying for a touchdown the way they scurry for the hall instead of putting
it thru that there lil round whole.
wee wuz sort of embarrassed at the Konnecticut game it wuz
so consarned lop-sided. are Maine that bad? wil they get any
better? wee shore hope so cuz wee spent good honest to goodness
egg money to see your team play.
SCHROEDER FALLS WITH
critically yours,
RECORD in highlight of Maine's
clarence rhubarb
74%-51% win over New HampPOSTSCRIPT
shire Saturday. Schroeder cleared
Cheer up, Clarence. There may be better days ahead, for one 13' 2%" along with UNH's Maubright spot burst through the snow Saturday, and that was the per- rice Carter to set a new Maine
formance of several Bear subs, all underclassmen.
Intercollegiate record. (Right)
Dick Collins, a strong six foot four sophomore, showed us Bear's Joe Stinson enroute to
plenty against UConn. Collins was a real live jumping-box under win in hurdles; Wes English,
both backboards, gathering rebounds and popping in seven points. foreground, was third.
(Photos by Raphael)
It was his first real opportunity to prove himself as Maine
coach Hal Woodbury wisely ran his subs in during the second half
of a game that was long gone by intermission. Collins acquitted
himself nicely. We should see more of him.
So should we see more of Dave Deshon. Although
erratic underneath the basket, Deshon fired in seven floor
goals and played a bangup defensive game. Dapper Dave
stands six-three. A sophomore, he joined the club at
mid semester.
Another bench jockey displayed more than ordinary ability.
Junior Dave Rand was used sparingly, as he has been all year, and
Maine's basketeers will be guncame through with a pair of baskets. Rand has not seen action over ning for their third Yankee Confive minutes a stretch, yet has failed to score in only one of his ference win here tomorrow.
six appearances.
Riddled by Connecticut's highEquipped with Tatum-like hands, he is an excellent ball- powered Huskies, 118-81 Saturday,
the Pale Blue returns to face New
handler. Randy is a junior, a transfer from Springfield last fall.
Hampshire. Woody's team holds a
It is this writer's opinion that these three underelasswin over NH, 89-71. at Durham last
men in combination with Ron Boynton. a second year
week.
man, or juniors Tom Seavey, Dud Coyne and the irrePlay Best Game
pressible Keith Mahaney, should play out the string for
The Bears pulled their best game
Maine.
The Bears are treading water with a 4-9 record. Why not of the year out of the hat to defeat
the Wildcats, now resting comfortably
build for tomorrow? There's nothing to lose.
at the bottom of the YC cellar with
Thank u for the letter. Clarence.

Styrnamen Put
Streak On Line
By Joe McCarthy
Maine's powerful indoor track team puts a winning streak on
the starting line against Connecticut at Storrs Saturday.

Ed Styrna's Bears will be after throw: Chandler (2); Pole %auk
their 10th consecutive dual meet win. tie for first Schroeder (M)
and
The last time the Blue was on the Carter (NH), tie
for third Hastwrong end of the scoring was in ings (M) and
Schulten (Nil);
March of 1955 when Northeastern High
Jump: Thibodeau (1),
turned the trick. 74/
1
2-51'2.
three way tie for third Stinson
No Pushover
(M), Williams (NH) and Taylor
UConn will be no pmshover. Lanky
(NI!).
Lew Steiglitz. "Mr. New England
Shot Put: Richard (2); Mile:
Cross Country," last fall is a top
distance man and can be espected to Rearick (1). Law (2); 50 yard
dent Maine's mile and two mile corps. dash: Spear (2), Finch (3);
A new Maine intercolle,ziate pole Broad Jump: Finch (1), Johnvault record was set last Saturday as son (3); 600 Yard Run: Bessey
Maine defeated the University of New (1), Maxcey (2); High Hurdles:
Hampshire in a dual track meet TM; Stinson (1), English (2).
Two mile: tie for first between
to 48'
Lane and Emery, Rearick (3);
Junior Bill Schroder cleared
1000 Yard Run: Kraske (2):
the bar at 13 feet 21:, inches
Low Hurdles: Stinson (1), Engalong with Maurice Carter of
lih
300 Yard Run: HasI:NH to set the new record. The
kell (1).
old mark was set during the 1955
season when Chellis Smith went
over the top at 13 feet
inch.
an 0-5 mark.
Thiswas Schroeder's first 13 foot
Maine's offense jelled as a unit for effort. Earlier this fall Schroeder
the first time at Durham. Tom Seavey vaulted 12' 9".
Maine swept one event last
week. The two mile run resulted
in a first place tie between Lane
Newman Club and Dunn 2 matched strides in the Red League
"Without doubt Bowdoin will
and Emery, with Rearick comas dormitory action picked up last week.
be
our chief opposition." Ted
ing in third. Rearick had won the
The Maine Fre-Innen will atCal Anderson's Newmans chopped Pete Bastow had 16 for the Splinter
Curtis was the speaker, and the
mile
earlier.
race
New
Hamptempt to prolong their seven
Jon North Dorm 12 68-56 in a Village lads.
weekend's Maine Intercollegiate
shire had no sweeps.
torrid battle. Holding a slender 29-24
game
win streak in games with
Ski
Both teams entered the game undeChampionships his subject.
The
Bear
Cubs
remained
unbeaten
lead at halftime. Newman used their feated.
Brewer High tomorrow night and
Curtis' team will enter the meet a
also.
Styrna's
Frosh
collected
an
easy
reserve strength to advantage and
MCI Tuesday. Both are 6:15
72-44 win over Deering. They enter- solid favorite.
A potent OtT-Campus crew carved p.m. varsity prelims.
tain Portland high here Saturday Capture Title
their fifth straight victory, trouncing
The Cubs blasted Rockland
afternoon. Field events begin at noon.
the Cabins. 57-31. The commuters High 82-52
Last week the Pale Blue captured
last Saturday.
Maine point winners Saturday:
are co-pacesetters in the White League.
the Colby Carnival title and whipped
Discus: Hastings (2); Weight all three State Series opponents in the
along with Corbett 2. Corbett edged
Oak, 54-47.
process. The Curtismen wound up
sank 13 field goals for the top individWhat's in a nickname?
with 391.59. Runnerup Bowdoin had
ual performance.
This week's outstanding Intra- Blue League
Center Red Ericson and Captain
mural ballplayer has a nickname
In the Blue League. North Dorm 8
352he
T63.Bears piled up a perfect score
that won't quit and one that is stunned undefeated Dunn 3. 54-47 to Fran McLaughlin are New Hampin the cross country with captain Lett
hardly indicative of his basket- move into a first place tie with the shire's guiding lights.
Dunns and Hart 2. S000 ... the plot
Akers, Ev Cowett and Dave Gould
State Series action resumes Tuesball ability.
thickens
finishing
in
the
Maine's
Blue.
crack
1-2-3, at Farmington's Titrifle
day.
corps
Bates
matches
journeys
to
Orono
for
the
ROBERT "PUNK" KELLEY
Fraternity round robin action com- third and rubber game between the bullseyes with MIT at Boston tomor- comb Slope, site of the Carnival's xis the fifth man to receive the
country and jumping events.
two clubs. The Bobcats ruled in the row.
Cam pus' PLAYER OF THE menced Monday.
The two teams are deadlocked for Corson Shines
Complete details in next week's first. Maine in the second.
WEEK award.
Sophomore Jay Corson continued
Game-time for both the New Hamp- the lead in the New England College
Kelley threw 'em up from all Wit/ti,, the Walls column.
Rifle League. Both have five wins. to shine, winning the downhill. Don
shire
and
Bates
8:15
tilts
is
p.m.
points—a
33
hitting
for
angles,
Towle and Phil Gatz, second year
no losses.
UConn YC Toast
new season's high—in Off-CamImen
were third and fourth, respectiveNip
And
Tuck
UConn clearly demonstrated why
pus' win over the Cabins, Feb. 4.
ly.
Bear
coach
Capt.
Moffat
Gardner
it
toast
is
the
of
the
Yankee ConferThe scoring blast raised Kelence Saturday. Hugh Greer's charges anticipates a nip and tuck match with , Elliot I.ang compiled a neat 125.4
ley's average from 14.5 to 17.8.
The second varsity baseball
combined class with height to steam- the winner in line for the seasonal in the jump as Maine picked up a
"Punk" has 89 points in five
meeting of the season will be
title.
flock of points in the events. Akers
roll the Bears.
games.
The last Maine win was over New grabbed a second and Art Bennett
held tonight at 7:15 in the team
a
Time and again the Huskies filtered
Hampshire. 1419-1398 Feb. 6. John fourth. Trophy
room adjoining the fielclhouse.
through Maine's 2-1-2 zone for ridic- Ramsey
was high firer with a 287 Akers
Winner
Plans for the coming campaign ulotriy easy layups.
widened the gap midw.* through the
total, nipping Ray Nelson who had
Akers was awarded the Skimeister
discussed.
be
will
Six
Practice
schedfoot
six
Schmidt.
Billy
chosen
fourth period.
286.
trophy for his outstanding individual
ules and requirements will be the most Valuable Player in ConFire Attack
Squad members making the trip to performance. It marked
Len's third
necticut's Orange Bowl win last MIT include Ramsey. Nelson. Milt
Artie Atherton and Bobby Pickett outlined.
straight Skimeister win at Colby.
All candidates for varsity ball month, dunked 19 points to lead the Friend. Geoffrey Neiley, and Bob
fired the Newman attack with 12 and
The site of the two day State meet,
onslaught.
roints. respectively. High scoring are urged to attend.
Abbot.
which begins Friday, is pending.

Bears Hunt
For Third YC
Win; Host UNH

l'ARD

PRIZE
WIN!

Skiers Favored
In State Series

Within The Walls

Cubs Play Two

Kelley Kingpin

Sharpshooters Aim
For MIT Match

.16145
NrrucKY
kGE D TO
7,t./E BITE

Pastimers Meeting
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cooKLET
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a
SVILLE,KY.
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Appropriations
Increase Asked
By Dr. Hauck
Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, University
president, appeared before the legislative Appropriations committee in
Augusta last Wednesday to urge an
increase in the appropriations for this
school for the coming biennium.
Requests Increase
The President, with other University
officials, requested an increase of
$1,232,600 over the current biennium
appropriations. Half of the requested
funds would go to raise salary levels,
and 37 per cent is needed for staff
additions.
Speakers discussed the proposed
projects for future expansion, some of
which would enlarge services to agri,ulture and industry, as well as improvements in instructional services.

Orono, Maine, February 14, 1957

Blanks
128 Leave At Semester's End:lApplication
Are Available
(Continued from Page One)
cent of the upperclassmen.
The overall picture for the
University varied little from last
year. Seventy-two members of
the freshman class were dismissed
this year while 73 were dismissed
during the same period last year.
Fifty-six upperclassmen were asked
to leave this semester as opposed to
33 last year, an increase of less than
one per cent.
Totals show that 142 freshmen left
for all reasons as against 134 last

year, while the upperclass figures are day that there was no truth to such a
68 and 105 for 1955 and 1956. respec- story. Other University officials also
Dean of Women Edith C. Wiltively.
said there was no truth to the rumor. son has announced that present
Percentage Figures
Dean Ashley S. Campbell of Tech- sophomore and junior women are
Percentagewise a total of 13 per nology also reported a more "realistic" eligible to be upperclass residents
cent of the freshmen are no longer at attitude toward cases of aczdemic dis- in freshman women's dormithe University, while upperclass en- missal. Campbell said that officials tories next year.
rollment decreased 4.3 per cent.
were only recognizing the fact that
Application blanks may be obEarlier in the week campus rumor a student will almost have to have a tained at Dean Wilson's office
one
point
average
at
the end of his
had it that students were being
dropped in an effort to make room for first semester
Both the College of Agriculture and change in standards, and certainly no
an increased enrollment next fall. Herbert H. Wood, Jr., assistant to the School of Education gave similar re- effort to "make-room" for incoming
dean of Arts and Sciences, said Tues- ports—that there had been no real students next fall.
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Stewart Names
Head Proctors

Clings to the

Dean of Men John E. Stewart
has announced the names of head
proctors in men's dormitories for
the academic year 1957-58.
Those selected are Sterling
Huston, Hart Hall; Richard Barter, Dunn Hall; WiIliain Eustis,
Corbett Hall; Malcolm Young,
North Dorms; and Robert Burnell, Hannibal Hamlin and Oak
Hall.
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Slate Faculty Recital
Dr. Earle R. Melendy, violinist, assisted by William Sleeper, pianist, will
perform in the last in a series of
University Faculty Artist Recitals,
Sunday, Feb. 17, at 4 p.m. in the
Main Lounge of the Union.
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Dance Club Plans Hop
The University's Square Dance
Club will hold its annual Hoc
Down Hop" Saturday, Feb. 16 at
8 p.m. in the Main Lounge of the
Union.
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Try L's For
GREETING CARDS
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The '57 Chevy can give lessons
on taking curves and holding the
road to just about any car going.
Few cars at any price are so

Other proctor positions are now
open and applications are available to upperclassmen in the
Dean of Men's office. 205 Library.
Selections will be announced in
early May.
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A car has to have a special kind of
build and balance to keep curves
under control. And nobody outdoes
Chevrolet in that department! It
"corners" with all the solid assurance of an honest-to-goodness sports
car. Chevy doesn't throw its weight
around on turns because it carries
its pounds in the right places.
And if the road should turn upward, Chevy can take care of that
nicely, too—with up to 245 h.p.'
Come on in and take a turn at the
wheel of a new Chevrolet.
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.S7 CHEVROLET

*270-h.p. bigh-performance V8
engine also available at extra cost
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